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Abstract
Humans use personal narratives to bring a sense of order and stability to life situations;
especially when events are experienced as negative or threatening. As an employee
encounters a workplace event that does not align with their understanding of the
organization, termed a metaleptic moment, typical emotional reactions can include
disengagement, tolerance, or resistance, or a non-emotional response of engagement.
Family systems theory proposes that individuals who possess higher levels of
differentiation have the ability to better manage the narrative crash. In this study,
participants in the experimental group were given a 10-minute differentiation induction
that would, when compared with the control group, show higher I position, and lower
Emotional Reactivity, Emotional Cutoff, and Fusion with Others which, in turn, would
affect organizational outcomes (higher levels of Awareness of Narrative Identity, higher
levels of Affective Commitment to Supervisor, lower levels of Perceived Stress, and
lower levels of Turnover Intent). Furthermore, competing hypotheses were tested to
assess if gender and race/ethnicity moderated the relationship between condition
(differentiation induction verses control) with differentiation and organizational
outcomes. Results indicated that participants in the induction group showed significantly
higher scores on I Position and Affective Commitment to Supervisor and significantly
lower scores on Turnover Intent, the first evidence that differentiation may be induced in
a relatively short intervention. Results also indicated that the induction did not interact
with gender and race/ethnicity; however, contrary to criticisms that the theory is limited
by a historical framing most applicable to White CIS Males, significantly higher scores
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on the differentiation dimensions were found for other groups indicating the potential
applicability and need for further study of the theory with BIPOC group members.
Practical and theoretical implications are discussed including proposed directions for
future research.
Keywords: differentiation of self, functional differentiation, family systems
theory, metalepsis, narrative identity processing, sensemaking
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
“The reason why we can have so much anxiety or trepidation in the face of change is
because it can threaten our sense of self; it can threaten our self-identity.”
Dr. Maya Shankar
(2021)
“When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged to change
ourselves.”
Viktor Frankl
(1946)
At work, employees often face situations that feel out of their control, resulting in
increased feelings of stress and anxiety. Storytelling research suggests that these stressful
events can be the result of a metaleptic moment, a chaotic crash of opposing narratives in
which one’s own interpretation of the situation conflicts with that of another (Chung et
al., 2019). In these moments of intrapersonal conflict, individuals often react instinctively
to the anxiety. A natural, biological reaction to these feelings is fear, as encompassed in
the categories of fight (e.g., active engagement against the other), flight (e.g., fleeing
from the other), freeze (e.g., non-engagement and sometimes paralyzed action in
response to the other), or fawn (e.g., subordination of self to the other; see Corr, 2008;
Heym et al., 2008; Maack et al., 2015; Walker, 2013). Alternately, individuals can choose
to engage from an intentional perspective and consciously respond from a place of
differentiation (Bowen, 1976, 1978); that is, holding in tension the intrapersonal ability to
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distinguish thoughts from emotions with the interpersonal process of balancing intimacy
and autonomy in relationships.
The practical implications of these two diverging patterns are worth noting.
Researchers are investigating how volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous situations
(VUCA; Bennett & Lemoine, 2014; Bennis & Nanus, 1985) are impacting the human
experience. In today’s organizations, common VUCA situations include relational
dynamics of global teams, increased demands on leaders, accessing high-quality talent,
generational differences in working styles, and changes in expectations of work-life
balance (Baran & Woznyj, 2020; Cousins, 2018). These VUCA situations highlight the
need for executives to guide organizations through times of turbulence and for employees
to proactively engage frequent and uncertain change. In this context, the realities of an
organization’s climate and culture are multidimensional; therefore, organizations are
inherently unable to meet all of the expectations of competing goals of its diverse
members. One result for the employee is a metaleptic moment (Chung et al., 2019),
which creates both intrapersonal and interpersonal conflict and increased levels of
anxiety. Narratological metalepsis is defined as the violation of a story’s composition and
sequence (Abbott, 2008); when a reader recognizes that multiple moments in a story,
each providing structure to the narrative, come into conflict with one another, they
experience a metaleptic moment within the narrative (Genette, 1979). In organizations,
when multiple people come together in a workplace, numerous agendas compound with
countless perspectives; the inevitable result is conflict (Fludernik, 2003), and the
employee experiences metalepsis. If left unattended, the natural response patterns toward
anxiety create negative personal outcomes for the individual, damage work relationships,
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and may ultimately result in decreased outcomes for the organization. Assuming a safe
organizational environment that is free from abusive relationships and toxic behavior, the
goal of the employee is to bridge the misalignment. To do this, the employee must
prepare themselves to engage in conversation that is honest, transparent, and authentic,
even in the midst of a culture, climate, or supervisory relationship that is still in flux. One
way to achieve this is through the utilization of differentiation processes (Bowen, 1976,
1978; Gilbert, 2004, 2008, 2017; Kerr & Bowen, 1988).
The purpose of this study is to explore the impact of induced self-differentiation
on intrapsychic anxiety levels and interpersonal relationships resulting from conflicting
work narratives. One set of hypotheses will test if individuals who engage in a
differentiation induction will demonstrate higher levels of differentiation, display an
increase in awareness of narrative identity and affective commitment to supervisor, and
will express less perceived stress and decreased turnover intent than those in the control
group. However, Bowen theory has been criticized in its approach as being too reliant on
traditional masculine gender roles and characteristics of rational thought, logic,
independence, and individualism (Luepnitz, 1988; Silverstein, 2005; Skowron, 2004).
The feminist critique has charged family systems theory with reinforcing heterosexual
couples as the cultural norm, highlighting the negative effects of power inequities when
individuals are socialized to devalue feminine gender roles and characteristics (e.g.,
emotion, collectivism, and nurture). These charges ultimately limit the theoretical
generalizability and practical applicability of Bowen beyond non-White CIS Males.
Therefore, an alternate set of competing hypotheses will assess if gender and
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race/ethnicity moderate the relationship between condition (differentiation induction
verses control) with self-reported differentiation and organizational outcomes.
Additionally, this study seeks to extend family systems theory in two ways: First,
research into differentiation in the workplace is extended beyond an employee’s
contribution to organizational outcomes (Sloan et al., 2017) to relevant individual
outcomes (commitment to supervisor and turnover intent) that have the potential to
impact relationships with supervisors, coworkers, and leadership. Second, a new method
of differentiation induction is tested, one that is designed to be brief (as compared to
current Bowen interventions of ten weeks to two years) and easily accessible to the
employee (i.e., not needing the presence of a coach, therapist, or Bowen expert).
In the following literature review, I will begin with a discussion of two
complementary theories. First, narrative identity will be reviewed, focusing particularly
on its role in midst of conflict. This will be followed by an examination of family systems
theory, with a particular emphasis on the concept of differentiation – how a person can
balance the dual processes of thought and emotion with independence and intimacy in
relationships. Second, based upon Bowen’s construct of differentiation as a means of
managing narrative conflict, four subprocesses, based upon subsequent research, will be
outlined. Third, I will discuss elements in the workplace that are hypothesized to be
particularly affected by increased self-differentiation in the midst of supervisorsubordinate conflict – narrative identity awareness, affective commitment to supervisor,
perceived stress, and turnover intent. Finally, I will discuss the competing hypotheses of
this study and how gender and race/ethnicity may function as moderators to potentially
influence for whom differentiation processes are most effective.
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CHAPTER II
Literature Review
Personal Narratives
Social scientists maintain that humans make sense of life events through the use
of stories (Bauer et al., 2008; Bruner, 1990a, 1990b; Giddens, 1991; McAdams, 1985;
Sarbin, 1986; Singer, 2004; Taylor, 1989). Stories provide purpose, meaning, and
structure to human experience, ultimately affording the individual a sense of self-identity.
Consequently, an individual’s narrative identity is an integrative life story about who they
are, how they came to be, and where they are going (McAdams, 2001, 2011; McAdams
& Manczak, 2015; McLean, 2008; Singer, 2004). Thus, stories help to shape the
experiences of individuals, how those experiences are interpreted, and a person’s
subsequent behavior (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2008).
In the workplace, a personal narrative identity is translated into multiple stories
that are employed in several ways: a) as a career narrative to guide vocational decisions
(Yost et al., 2015), b) as a foundation for developmental readiness (Avolio & Hannah,
2008), and c) as a fulcrum during work role transitions (Ibarra & Barbulescu, 2010). All
of these methods help an individual to construct, revise, and edit their personal narrative
identity in the workplace.
Sensemaking in Society and Organizations
Because people are active agents perceiving and interpreting the world around
them, they engage in sensemaking activities (Marshall & Adamic, 2010; Weick et al.,
2005). At the organizational level, sensemaking provides a uniting and defining
component to a community of individuals. Thus, stories also exist at the organizational
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level (Snowden, 1999). As with individual narratives, storytelling within organizations
has many purposes: to entertain, to teach, and to provide warnings. As well, stories are
deployed as a means for increasing meaning, understanding, and cultural bonding,
through the reinforcement of organizational rules and group norms.
In an environment with multiple and ambiguous inputs (Coopey et al., 1997) and
several competing and contested narratives (Boje, 1995), organizational life is fraught
with moments of ambiguity and uncertainty (Brown, 2000; Maitlis, 2005; Maitlis &
Christianson, 2014; Weick, 1995; Weick et al., 2005). These moments – unexpected,
obstruse events – often contain a discrepancy between expectation and reality (Weick et
al., 2005). Negative or adverse events create a threat to structure, role, routine, and
identity that, in turn, triggers people to engage in sensemaking around the sources of that
threat, acting to restore their personal narrative identity (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). In
these moments, organizational members seek to clarify their experience by extracting and
interpreting cues from the environment (Weick, 1995). These elements are used as the
basis for creating a plausible account of what has happened; that is, people tend to “make
sense” of their experiences in order explain what has occurred, infuse it with meaning,
and form the basis of their response or reaction (Brown, 2000).
Sensemaking narratives are also influenced by the cultural groups to which one
belongs (Hammack, 2008; Rosenwald & Ochberg, 1992). Culture is defined as a set of
socially constructed values, ideas, attitudes, and beliefs that are collectively held and
shared in common within a group; the function of culture is to distinguish members of
one group or category from another (Hofstede, 1980; Triandis, 1995). As a psychosocial
construct, personal narratives reflect the larger culture – the same values, norms, and
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power differentials – from which they originate (McAdams, 1996; 2001). Consequently,
different cultures tell stories in different ways, and the definition of a good story is
appropriate only to the culture in which it was authored (Gregg, 1991).
Furthermore, within a singular culture, different stories sometimes compete for
dominance and acceptance (McAdams, 2001). Particular stories may be associated with a
certain group: A narrative may focus its theme upon an age group or historical period,
represent a particular socioeconomic class, or promote a certain profession, religion, or
political party (McAdams, 1996). Often, a specific group of people author a narrative that
is voiced, championed, and repeated; thus, it becomes the dominant narrative within the
culture. For example, the redemptive self in American stories that speaks of a heroic
individual protagonist whose destiny is to make a positive impact in a dangerous world is
often repeated (McAdams & Manczak, 2015).
Alternately, other groups – who are members within the same culture but do not
identify with the dominant narrative – express alternate stories from their perspective of
gender (Franz & Stewart, 1994; Heilbrun 1988; Riessman, 1993), race/ethnicity (BoydFranklin, 1989; McAdams, 2006a, 2006b), or class (Miller et al., 2005; Skowron, 2005).
These subgroups experience different opportunities and constraints when telling their
stories, especially when compared to cultural narratives that are widely adopted and
repeated. Ultimately, these subgroup narratives are often marginalized, suppressed, and
even silenced.
Thus, personal narratives are constructed within a given culture, a sociopolitical
context that often expresses power within relations and inequities among groups (Gregg,
1991). Consequently, when personal narrative identity is expressed, it naturally reflects
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the cultural boundaries of a particular society at any given point in time; and these
personal narratives are likely to mirror the patterns expressed in narratives that are voiced
and repeated more often (Gregg, 1991; Hammack, 2008; McAdams, 2006; McAdams &
Manczak, 2015). Later, the role that narratives from underrepresented subgroups might
play in the self-differentiation process will be discussed, specifically how they may curb
the self-differentiation processes or even lead to negative outcomes (Alaedein, 2008;
Essandoh, 1995; Miller et al., 2004; Silverstein, 2005; Tamura & Lau, 1992).
Metalepsis
At work, most moments of ambiguity or uncertainty produce relatively low stakes
for workers and can be managed with relative ease: Scanning the environment for cues,
engaging a process of sensemaking, and adjusting in the moment. However, when the
difficult moment creates a strong emotional threat for the employee because
disharmonious narratives are in direct opposition, a chaotic moment of crashing
narratives occurs – a metaleptic moment (Chung et al., 2019). In literature, a
narratological metalepsis occurs when the reader identifies a violation within the story,
that multiple narratives are operating; often the narrator’s voice enters unexpectedly into
the conversation and comes into conflict with the established narrative (Abbott, 2008;
Genette, 1979). In organizations, metalepsis occurs when there is a discrepancy between
the employee’s expectation and the reality of what is experienced (Chung et al., 2019;
Fludernik, 2003).
When an individual employee experiences a misalignment of the multiple agendas
and perspectives found within a workplace, team, or supervisory relationship, this
crashing moment creates within the employee a sense of discord and contradiction which
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results in an experience of cognitive and/or affective conflict (Chung et al., 2019). As
moments of emotional conflict, these occasions have been alternately defined as
triggering events (Luthans & Avolio, 2003), tipping points (Ibarra, 2003), and nodal
events (Bowen, 1978).
Research suggests a link between cognitive and emotional conflict (Mooney et al.,
2007). In teams and dyadic relationships, cognitive conflict occurs when people express
and debate various preferences, opinions, and options surrounding the successful
completion of a task or assignment (Jehn, 1995). It is suggested that cognitive conflict
improves performance and decision-making by means of exchanging ideas from multiple
points of view (Amason, 1996; Korsgaard et al., 1995; Schweiger et al., 1989). Affective
conflict, on the other hand, occurs when there is disagreement between persons over
issues that are personal and emotional in nature, which is interpersonal and intrapersonal
(Jehn, 1995; Simons & Peterson, 2000). Affective conflict between team members and
employee-supervisor creates tension and negatively affects workplace relationships. The
complexity of this process is that cognitive and affective conflict are often related and
occur simultaneously (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003); some research suggests that cognitive
conflict may actually serve as an antecedent or mediator of affective conflict (Mooney &
Sonnenfeld, 2001; Mooney et al., 2007). The result is that either the cognitive conflict is
resolved through a dialectical process or that unresolved cognitive conflict ultimately
leads to affective conflict (Schweiger et al., 1989). This emotional conflict, experienced
as increased intrapsychic anxiety and expressed as increased relational tension, can occur
on multiple, simultaneous levels: employee and organization, employee and team,
employee and supervisor, and/or employee and coworker (Schein, 1985).
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Metalepsis is defined as a process of triggers, responses, and outcomes that
attempts to regain a sense of alignment when an individual experiences a crash between
two competing narratives that challenges their sense of identity, creates intrapersonal and
interpersonal conflict, and expresses itself as felt, acute anxiety (Chung et al., 2019).
Individuals are triggered when their personal narrative is challenged; they experience and
are aware of internal dissonance; and they feel a threat to their narrative identity. Chung
and colleagues propose that individuals typically react to metalepsis in one of four ways:
movement toward the dissonance, movement against it, movement away, or nonmovement. In turn, these responses result in three distinct outcomes: disengagement
(non-integration/tolerance), prolonged interpersonal conflict (resistance), or engagement
(integration/generative activity of richness). Chung and colleagues suggest that positive
outcomes are created when individuals are able to engage in mindful sensemaking; this
process requires the individual to take an outside, observer stance for the purpose of
objectively identifying, viewing, and evaluating all relevant narratives and perspectives.
Ultimately, mindful sensemaking is the intentional, conscious process of identifying
narrative points of convergence, divergence, and contention.
Narrative Identity Processing
Organizational life is full of metaleptic moments for employees. Throughout
one’s career, a worker experiences multiple events (e.g., role transition, supervisor
expectations, work-family balance) that may be felt as emotionally conflicting; when
experienced as negative, threatening events, they disrupt the stability of self-identity
(Adler et al., 2016). Research in sensemaking suggests that people respond in one of two
ways when they experience a threat (or even ambiguity) to their identity (Maitlis &
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Christianson, 2014). In turn, people either expend energy to identify and understand the
source of the challenge, or they work to mitigate the challenge through narrative revision.
Narrative identity processing is the revision of personal-work narratives in the face of
ambiguity and uncertainty, particularly when one’s sense of self-identity is challenged or
threatened (Pals, 2006; Singer & Blagov, 2004).
When employees encounter difficult experiences that contradict or oppose their
narrative identity, the negative or threatening events evoke strong and rapid
physiological, cognitive, emotional, and social responses (Taylor, 1991). As a result, the
individual garners resources to manage, and ultimately minimize, the adverse effects. At
the level of personal narrative, these events challenge the storyteller to make sense of the
negative outcomes and provide a rationalization (McAdams, 2008). Consequently, in the
face of these events, people engage in narrative identity processing (Pals, 2006; Singer &
Blagov, 2004).
Therefore, when people explore, reflect, and analyze difficult experiences,
particularly with an openness to learn from them and incorporate a sense of change into
their story, they engage in exploratory narrative processing (Coopey et al., 1997; Pals,
2006; Weick et al., 2005). This process is the exploration, reflection, and analysis of
difficult experiences. One possible goal of this processing is intrapsychic differentiation
and autonomy (Helson & Wink, 1987).
Family Systems Theory
In tandem with the above narrative processes – mindful sensemaking and
exploratory narrative process – Family Systems Theory suggests that the process of
differentiation can be used to manage one’s intrapsychic feelings of anxiety, express a
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firm sense of autonomy, while also staying connected and in relationship to others
(Bowen, 1976, 1978; Drake et al., 2015; Jankowski & Hooper 2012; Skowron &
Friedlander, 1998; Skowron & Schmitt, 2003; Sloan & van Dierendonck, 2016). In
addition to differentiation, Bowen’s theory is composed of seven other concepts (Charles,
2001; Gilbert, 2004; Toman, 1976): the nuclear family as the unit for emotional process,
multigenerational transmission of the emotional process, family projection, triangulation,
sibling position, emotional cutoff, and emotional process in society.
Family systems theory espouses a big picture view of emotional and relational
processes (Bowen, 1976, 1978; Gilbert, 2004, 2008, 2017; Kerr & Bowen, 1988).
Emphasis is placed on the larger emotional unit (i.e., nuclear family), within which
automatic processes are at play in any given situation or interaction. These processes are
observed as behavioral patterns that are adopted in response to the presence of anxiety
within the emotional system. Bowen defined anxiety in two distinct ways: Acute anxiety
is a reaction to an immediate and intense situational stimulus; in contrast, chronic anxiety
is ongoing environmental pressure (Bowen, 1976, 1978; Gilbert, 2004, 2008, 2017; Kerr
& Bowen, 1988). Within the workplace, acute anxiety is often experienced as stress and
presents itself in situations like the pressure of meeting a deadline, the weight of landing
a big client, or the panic of making a presentation. These spikes in anxiety can be the
catalyst for an employee to behave irrationally when faced with various circumstances.
Anxiety – both chronic and acute – is a constant presence within every emotional
unit (e.g., nuclear family, workplace team, organization). Each unit adapts and responds
to anxiety with what Bowen termed, a sense of togetherness (Bowen, 1976, 1978;
Gilbert, 2004, 2008, 2017; Kerr & Bowen, 1988). This shared togetherness, identified as
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homeostasis, creates for each emotional unit a unique level of tolerance to the presence of
anxiety. Bowen identified four patterns (and their extreme expressions) which emotional
units typically exhibit to maintain their homeostatic balance in the presence of anxiety:
projection (triangulation), conflict (violence), distancing (cutoff), and over/underfunctioning (fusion). The utilization of these patterns helps the system return to and
maintain its natural state of equilibrium in the presence of acute anxiety. To impact an
emotional unit’s homeostasis and raise its tolerance for acute anxiety, Bowen applied the
concept of differentiation. The more an individual can differentiate themselves from the
emotional unit, the greater opportunity they have to function as an authentic self,
intentionally choosing not to engage in the patterns and mimic the behavior of the
anxious emotional unit.
Differentiation
Of the eight components in Family Systems Theory, differentiation offers the
individual the greatest ability to positively impact and intentionally influence behavior,
even in the presence of acute anxiety. There are two levels of differentiation: the basic
and the functional (Charles, 2001). Bowen theorized that the basic level is a product of a
person’s experience in their family of origin; one’s basic level of differentiation is
therefore considered stable and set by late adolescence. The functional level, however,
changes in response to situational circumstances and varies based upon one’s ability to
recognize and respond to environmental cues. Through awareness, training, and practice,
research suggests that one’s functional level of differentiation may be increased (Griffin
& Apostal, 1993); if an individual can implement and sustain increased levels of
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functional differentiation over a sustained period of time and in a variety of high-anxiety
experiences, they may positively impact levels of anxiety and quality of relationships.
Bowen (1976, 1978) theorized a hypothetical differentiation scale: At higher ends
of the spectrum, what Bowen referred to as a solid self, people express a sense of clearer
thinking, objectivity, and intentionality when choosing to offer a response when
confronted with an anxiety-filled situation. At work, this employee would feel free to
openly express their opinions to a supervisor, even if their perspectives did not align. As
well, this team member would routinely interact with others based upon a set of
principles, without fear of damaging or losing relationships, even in the face of pressure
to comply or conform. At lower levels, called the pseudo self, Bowen theorized that
people are driven more by a sense of reactivity and tend to express themselves with
outbursts of what feels right in the moment. This employee could express multiple
reactions to a supervisor with whom they disagreed: They might waiver in their opinion,
opting to agree with others to avoid conflict. They could initiate conflict to aggressively
persuade others to their way of thinking. Or, in the face of potential disagreement, this
person may exhibit a pattern of being absent, for example, missing meetings when
important decisions need to be made.
Scholars have proposed the need to expand family systems theory to
organizational contexts (Beebe & Frisch, 2009; Kott, 2014; Sagar & Wiseman, 2007;
Sloan et al., 2017). The parallels between an employee at work and an individual in one’s
family are many. People spend vast amounts of time in both contexts, and each
environment is crowded with key relationships. In the workplace, efficiency,
productivity, and creativity are indicators of how well people can balance tasks with
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relationships (Gilbert, 2017). All that is needed for an emotional system to be created is
for people to spend time together, “If people spend enough time together, they begin to
form an emotional system similar to that of the family” (Gilbert, 2004, p. 20). Thus, if the
family system impacts an individual’s ability to manage and respond to stress, it would
benefit organizations to consider a shift in the metaphor and understand how emotional
systems operate in the workplace. Work teams have similar dynamics as families around
normative behavior (Kott, 2014; Sagar & Wiseman, 2007). Thus, when coworkers
struggle in their interpersonal interactions (with peer, supervisor, or team), they can
sometimes exhibit unhelpful behaviors that compound the problem and result in
conflictual relationships.
In the workplace, the differentiation of self in highly charged interpersonal
moments should be related to several outcomes that organizations value, including
awareness of narrative identity, affective commitment to supervisor, perceived stress, and
turnover intent. In the following section each construct will be introduced, beginning with
differentiation of self and the elements that define it, followed by the proposed outcomes
that should be impacted. Finally, the constructs of gender and race/ethnicity will be
discussed and how previous theorists have proposed that differentiation processes may
not be positively adaptive for all gender and ethnic groups equally.
Differentiation of Self
Differentiation of self is defined as a person’s general capacity to give dual
attention to the intrapsychic with the same intensity as the interpersonal (Bowen, 1976,
1978; Drake et al., 2015; Jankowski & Hooper 2012; Skowron & Friedlander, 1998;
Skowron & Schmitt, 2003; Sloan & van Dierendonck, 2016). Differentiation on the
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intrapsychic level is the degree to which an individual can differentiate thoughts from
feelings and balance functioning from both emotional and intellectual perspectives; that
is, elevated levels of differentiation create the ability to be more thoughtful and objective.
Differentiation on the interpersonal level is living out of an equilibrium between intimacy
and autonomy in relationships; that is, having the presence of a sense of self that is
separate from, yet simultaneously in relation to, others (Rosen et al., 2001). A highly
differentiated individual is able to make self-defining statements, even in the face of
pressure to comply or conform.
Theory suggests a possible relationship between one’s level of differentiation and
their individual life experience (Gilbert, 2004, 2008, 2017; Kerr & Bowen, 1988).
Foremost, Bowen (1976, 1978) proposed that less differentiated individuals experience
greater levels of both chronic and acute anxiety. Additionally, individuals who present as
either dogmatic or compliant, along with those who seek out grandiose overtures of
acceptance and approval (e.g., people pleasers), tend to have lower levels of
differentiation and are more likely to experience highly fused relationships and be
emotionally “stuck” in the presence of a conflictual relationship (Skowron & Friedlander,
1998). Conversely, it is theorized that highly differentiated individuals display stronger
abilities to adjust to and manage stressful work situations, as well as exhibit more
creative and adaptive problem-solving skills.
Empirically, differentiation of self has demonstrated consistent associations with a
variety of well-being indicators: marital satisfaction and commitment (Bartle-Haring &
Lal, 2010; Skowron, 2000); psychological and relational well-being (Chung & Gale,
2006; Sandage & Jankowski, 2010; Skowron, 2004; Skowron et al., 2003); spiritual well-
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being (Jankowski & Sandage, 2012); relational satisfaction (Knerr & Bartle-Haring,
2010; Skowron et al., 2009); interpersonal and psychological health (Skowron et al.,
2009); relational functioning (Chung & Gale, 2009); and general well-being (BartleHaring & Lal, 2010; Skowron et al., 2003).
Additionally, research indicates that differentiation is related to various
psychological dimensions, such as perceived stress and psychological distress (Krycak et
al. 2012); stress, coping, and adjustment (Murdock & Gore, 2004; Skowron et al., 2004);
social anxiety (Knauth & Skowron, 2004; Peleg 2005; Peleg-Popko, 2002), and
separation anxiety (Peleg et al., 2015).
Furthermore, higher differentiation correlates with lower levels of perceived stress,
depression, and chronic and acute anxiety and to higher levels of coping, social problem
solving, and self-esteem (Drake et al., 2015; Hooper & DePuy, 2010; Knauth et al., 2006;
Murray et al., 2006; Sloan & van Dierendonck, 2016).
As mentioned above, Bowen (1976, 1978) envisioned a differentiation scale
(ranging from 0 to 100); in his writing, the continuum was purely theoretical. However,
since Bowen’s initial work, researchers have proposed that progress in the understanding
of family systems theory requires some level of operationalization of the construct.
Consequently, a variety of psychometrics instruments have been developed with the
intention of operationalizing differentiation (Jankowski & Hooper, 2012). Early
investigators explored various components of family systems theory; wellbeing,
depression, and self-esteem were initially considered. According to Sloan and van
Dierendonck (2016), the most widely used scale is the original Differentiation of Self
Index developed by Skowron and Friedlander (1998). This measure is composed of four
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processes designed to assess how people maintain their differentiation within anxious
systems – I Position, Emotional Reactivity, Emotional Cutoff, and Fusion with Others.
The I Position and Emotional Reactivity processes address the intrapsychic
dimension of differentiation (Skowron & Friedlander, 1998; Skowron & Schmitt, 2003;
Sloan & van Dierendonck, 2016). I Position assesses an individual’s ability to define and
express an autonomous self, even under social pressure. Employees high in I Position are
able to express a stance on personal values or opinion from a set of principles, even in the
face of pressure to change and conform. That is, they experience a situation, process their
emotions, and then choose to respond based upon their self-authored principles. Theory
suggests a possible link between personal values and strongly held principles. Personal
values are exhibited in six life areas: home/family, work, religion, culture, sports, and
politics (Hofstede, 1980; Levy, 1986; Sagie & Elizur, 1996). Research suggests that, for
most people, religion, culture, sports, and politics are optional value areas; while
home/family and work values are obligatory, as everyone spends a good portion of time
in these areas. Individual personal values contain a focus on one of three modes –
cognitive, affective, or material. A list of typical work values includes cognitive items
(having meaningful work, finding self-fulfillment at work, that one’s work contributes to
society), affective items (happiness is found at work, having positive human relations at
work, finding friends at work), and material items (there are benefits to work, there is
security in work, and one experiences success at work). Additionally, each personal value
contains a moral dimension: respect for life, respect for property, respect for religion, or
honest communication (Scott, 2015). Therefore, if a person is able to reflect upon their
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personal work values and raise these to a conscious awareness, in turn the values can
become principles that undergird a strong I Position.
Emotional Reactivity measures a person’s awareness of and ability to regulate
affect. Individuals with lower differentiation tend to react with higher levels of emotion;
they find it difficult to remain calm in the moment and make decisions from a position of
“what feels right” in the moment. A positive example of intrapsychic differentiation
would be an employee who, in a 360-review process, receives top ratings for remaining
calm in the midst of a stressful situation, is able to respectfully express an opposing
perspective to a supervisor, and exhibits a continuity between stated values and
behaviors, such as a strong work/life balance (Rosen et al., 2001). Theory suggests a
potential relationship between higher levels of mindfulness and lower levels of emotional
reactivity. Mindfulness is defined as purposefully and non-judgmentally paying attention
in the present moment (Aherne et al., 2011; De Petrillo et al., 2009; Goldberg et al., 2021;
Kabat-Zinn, 2005). Recent mindfulness research suggests several effective techniques to
manage anxiety in the moment; for example, getting a massage, practicing the five senses
exercise, engaging in mediation/prayer, use of a stress ball, or observing deep breathing
(Ackerman, 2021; Baer, 2003; Brown & Ryan, 2003; Burdick, 2013; Goldberg et al.,
2021; Grossman et al., 2004; Hales & Chakravorty, 2016). All of these mindfulness
practices have the vital component of body awareness (Worthen & Luiselli, 2017) –
helping the individual to become attentive to one’s physical self and surroundings
through their senses. Consequently, if a person is able to pause and engage in a moment
sensory reflection, they should exhibit less Emotional Reactivity in the moment of an
emotionally conflictual event.
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The Emotional Cutoff and Fusion with Others processes address the aspects of
interpersonal relationships (Skowron & Friedlander, 1998; Skowron & Schmitt, 2003;
Sloan & van Dierendonck, 2016). Emotional Cutoff assess an individual’s reactivity and
distancing behaviors toward another. An employee who exhibits high cutoff behaviors
consistently defaults to an exaggerated façade of independence and prefers to work alone.
Examples include employees who physically distance themselves when they encounter
stress or call in sick with approaching, important deadlines. Theory suggests that an act of
bridging, or making an emotional bid to reconnect a relationship, could mitigate the act of
emotional distancing and diminish one’s desire to fully cutoff a relationship in the midst
of heightened anxiety. The act of bridging, or making a bid, is an attempt by one person
in the relationship for attention or affirmation that will reconnect partners and strengthen
the bond (Brittle, 2015). To offer a bid, an individual must first become aware of,
identify, and name the threat or anxiety that is being triggered; with this knowledge, one
could then brainstorm bridging actions and ultimately reach out to the other party to make
contact (Gilbert, 2017; Guerin et al., 1996). Unfortunately, poorly executed bids are
difficult to decipher; therefore, it is helpful when the bid is verbalized, specific about
needs, and expressed positively (e.g., non-critical or non-judgmental; The Gottman
Institute, 2021). For example, “I feel like that conversation could have gone better. Can
we sit down over coffee and try again?” or, “I was upset by your decision. I have thought
it through, and I would like to offer another perspective.” Sometimes, use of appropriate
humor can be effective (Gilbert, 2008). Ultimately, attempting a bridge or offering a bid
is the reverse of distancing and cutoff behaviors; therefore, if a person is able to rehearse
a bid and offer to reconnect, their level of Emotional Cutoff should be reduced.
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Fusion with Others assesses the degree of overidentification within relationships.
Employees low in fusion are able to make problematic decisions on their own, without
the approval of a supervisor or coworkers. High fusion reactions by an employee include
the inability to tolerate differences in opinion, difficulty making decisions without the
approval of a supervisor or coworkers, and consistently sharing personal information
about other employees (i.e., gossiping). Previously, theory suggested that personal
narrative identity processing and mindful sensemaking should provide an individual the
opportunity to step outside of an emotionally conflictual event to better identity and
assess commonalities and differences in misaligned narratives. To gain this broader
perspective, the practice of distancing can be employed (Ayduk & Kross, 2009, 2010;
Ochsner & Gross, 2008). The distancing process involves taking an independent, thirdperson perspective when assessing an emotionally conflictive interaction; this cognitive
and affective separation allows mental and emotional space for processing and selfreflection. Gilbert suggests that individuals with elevated levels of differentiation will
focus on facts, remain neutral, identify and disregard extreme thoughts, and avoid placing
blame (Gilbert, 2008, 2017). Therefore, the goal of deterring Fusion with Others is to
become a detached observer of the situation, offering a perspective of grace and
understanding to both parties – self and other.
Differentiation Induction
Bowen’s theory of family systems is composed of eight key concepts (Charles,
2001; Gilbert, 2004; Toman, 1976): the nuclear family as the unit for emotional process,
multigenerational transmission of the emotional process, family projection, triangulation,
sibling position, emotional cutoff, emotional process in society, and differentiation of
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self. These eight concepts are engaged and influenced through a variety of techniques and
interventions (Bowen, 1976, 1978; Kerr & Bowen, 1988): multiple family therapy,
review of family history, production of genograms (McGoldrick et al., 2008), exploration
of family dynamics (Kolbert et al., 2013), awareness of generational transmission
(Mohammadi et al., 2019), relationship experiments, de-triangulation skills, displacement
stories (Nichols & Schwartz, 1995), and coaching for increased I Position (Charles,
2001). Bowen (1976, 1978) recommended counseling individual family members,
claiming that basic differentiation levels within the family-emotional unit were set and
unlikely to change. Therefore, that the primary avenue for affecting the functional
differentiation level of an individual was through a coaching relationship which focused
on de-triangulation and taking a more solid I Position, thereby attempting to
incrementally increase the individual’s functional level of differentiation while they
maintained relational contact with the family. Ultimately, Bowen theorized that that the
functional level of differentiation for the individual that was entangled in the family sense
of togetherness would rarely exceed the level of basic differentiation of the individual
within the larger family system, unless an extended intervention was offered to the
individual patient. Original theory estimated that, to be effective long-term, interventions
would require a minimum of two to three years, with consistent therapeutic sessions for
the family emotional unit (Gilbert, 2008; Kerr & Bowen, 1988).
In this vein, more recent research has attempted to implement Bowen’s theory
with practical interventions in the counseling setting. Kolbert et al. (2013) has suggested
that the two primary counseling goals of Bowenian theory are to reduce the anxiety and
symptoms of the primary client and to assist willing individual family members in
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initiating the lifelong process of differentiating themselves from the universal forces of
emotional togetherness. Mohammadi et al. (2019) created a ten-session intervention;
family members in the experimental group participated in 90 to 120-minute training
sessions twice a week. Naimi and Niaraki (2013) also instructed an experimental group
on Bowen concepts and techniques for 10 sessions – two sessions per week, each lasting
90 minutes. The briefest intervention is a process developed by Kazemian and Esmaeeli
(2013) consisting of two, 45-minute training sessions within one week; results suggested
that self-differentiation training was effective in the reduction of acute anxiety for
students.
As noted earlier, the default behavior for people who encounter an emotional
triggering event is to move directly to reaction; this study is testing the extent to which
engaging in a differentiation induction interrupts that process. In order to interrupt these
reactive patterns, Gilbert (2004) discussed the steps people need to take: manage their
own part of the relationship in a separate way by taking a position based on principle, be
a calmer presence, offer a gesture to connect, and strive for a more equal posture. If these
behaviors can be introduced to an individual, Gilbert suggests that the reactionary
patterns toward acute anxiety may be minimized to allow for more differentiated
behaviors to be expressed by the solid self. The goal is to work on self, not attempt to
change the other; it is only by managing one’s own anxiety and learned patterns that
different, more differentiated behaviors, can be enacted.
In this study, the comparison of interest is between helping participants interrupt
the reactive patterns through self-differentiation processes versus a control group where
no processes are introduced. The focus of this research is on functional differentiation
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within a specific situation. Thus, the criteria for this intervention are (a) it must be brief
(5-10 minutes), (b) it needs to be focused on the conflictual moment of acute anxiety, and
(c) it should enhance an individual’s ability to differentiate without the presence or
assistance of a therapist, coach, or mentor. Therefore, I am proposing a four-step
intervention that addresses the four underlying processes of differentiation with specific
actions that can be adopted within the moment:
1. I Position: Connecting with a set of one’s guiding principles.
2. Emotional reactivity: Taking a moment for pause.
3. Emotional cutoff: Planning and rehearsing a means to reconnect.
4. Fusion: Conceptually viewing the situation, including oneself and one’s actions,
as an outside observer.
I Position: Connecting with a set of one’s guiding principles. The ability to
clearly define a sense of self and name what one is thinking and feeling in the midst of
the conflictual moment engages the I Position process (Drake et al., 2015; Skowron &
Friedlander, 1998). Bowen’s (1978) theory suggests that a person with higher levels of
differentiation is more capable of adhering to a set of personal convictions in
relationships, even when pressured by others to conform. For persons with lower levels
of differentiation, the pseudo-self adopts precepts from their culture, family, or friends
without examining their utility or validity. For a personal value to be considered a
principle, the personal value must lie within one’s awareness; as Gilbert (2004) states,
“The basic self is guided by well thought-through principles, arrived at through the best
thinking, based on logic and fact” (p. 36). This is the essence of a principle-led life. The
theoretical relationship between personal values and the I Position, as outlined above,
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should lead to an induction of the I Position within participants. This differentiation
induction will be given through a prompt which will ask them to reflect upon their
personal values, thereby raising their values to a conscious level and translate them to
principles. One possibility is to ask the participant to reflect upon their personal values by
completing the statement, “Where do you find yourself saying ‘I think…’ more than
“You should…’?” (Gilbert, 2017). That is, a strong I Position would be the expression of
personal values (through a series of “I think…” statements) in contrast to a weak I
Position that would tend to impose their personal values upon others (through a series of
“You should…” statements). Consequently, to help a person clarify an I Position within a
situation, an intervention in line with Family Systems Theory would ask participants to
clarify their work principles by listing and thinking about their personal values located
within the work mode.
Emotional reactivity: Taking a moment for pause. “Calm is catching” (Gilbert,
2008, p. 31). If a person is able to simply pause in the midst of an emotionally conflictual
event in which they are physiologically reacting, even for just one moment, they may be
able to deter Emotional Reactivity in themselves. Burdick (2013) compares this process
to the rest within a musical score, that moment when all sound ceases and there is a
moment of silence in the midst of the melody and harmony. Multiple activities, such as
relaxation training, biofeedback, stress management techniques have been suggested as
means to mitigate a person’s negative affect produced by the felt presence of acute
anxiety (Gilbert, 2004; Folkman & Lazarus, 1980); however, these tend to require more
extensive training, time, and resources. A briefer process is that of mindfulness, practiced
through a receptive, present-moment awareness (Goldberg et al., 2021). Succinct
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practices include short sensory exercises or observing one’s own deep breathing for the
purpose of elevating body awareness (Baer, 2003; Brown & Ryan, 2003; Goldberg et al.,
2021; Grossman et al., 2004; Worthen & Luiselli, 2017). Consequently, should a person
wish to inhibit Emotional Reactivity, a helpful intervention based upon Family Systems
Theory would be an intentional engagement of their senses in order to facilitate a
conscious awareness of their breathing pattern and immediate environs.
Emotional cutoff: Planning and rehearsing a means to reconnect. To deter an
Emotional Cutoff, one needs to envision an optimistic outcome to an emotionally
conflictual event – that is, a positive reconnection of the relationship. The act of bridging,
or making a bid, is an attempt by one person in the relationship for attention or
affirmation that will reconnect partners and strengthen the bond (Brittle, 2015). Effective
bids are specific verbalizations of needs expressed in positive language (The Gottman
Institute, 2021). Gilbert (2017) suggests that participants intentionally take time to
rehearse the interaction, envision it going well, and practice what will be said and done.
Therefore, one possibility to dampen the urge to disconnect is to ask participants to
visualize and describe what they plan to say and how they will act if all conditions for a
positive, mutual recoupling were present. Consequently, to deter Emotional Cutoff, an
intervention in line with Family Systems Theory would invite participants to plan and
rehearse an invitational bid for reconnection.
Fusion: Conceptually viewing the situation as an outside observer. Fusion
with Others occurs as a result of over- or under-functioning in relation to others (Gilbert,
2004). Therefore, to walk a few steps in another person’s shoes gives a person the
opportunity to perceive, from the other’s perspective, what they may be thinking and
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feeling, thus avoiding the pattern of wishing they would change or behave in a particular
manner. Distancing creates the opportunity to gain this broader perspective (Ayduk &
Kross, 2009, 2010; Ochsner & Gross, 2008); the distancing process involves taking an
impartial and object stance when emotionally processing a conflictual event. One
possible action to facilitate distancing and create cognitive and affective separation is to
ask the participant to reflect, “What might the other person be thinking and feeling in this
moment?” (Gilbert, 2008). Consequently, should a participant wish to inhibit Fusion with

Others, a helpful intervention based on Family Systems Theory would ask them to take a
neutral view of the situation and consider multiple perspectives.
This study proposes a brief differentiation induction targeted at the four
differentiation processes outlined above. Specifically, it is first hypothesized that:
H1: When presented with an emotionally conflictual situation, participants who
engage in the differentiation induction will report significantly higher selfdifferentiation scores when compared with a control group. More specifically:
H1a: Participants in the differentiation induction group will have significantly
higher overall self-differentiation scores than participants in the control group (see
Figure 1).
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Figure 1
Hypothesis 1a: Main effect of Condition on overall Differentiation Scores

H1b: Participants in the differentiation induction group will have significantly
higher I Position scores than participants in the control group (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2
Hypothesis 1b: Main effect of Condition on I Position Scores

H1c: Participants in the differentiation induction group will have significantly
lower Emotional Reactivity scores than participants in the control group (see
Figure 3).
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Figure 3
Hypotheses 1c, 1d, and 1e: Main effect of Condition on Emotional Reactivity, Emotional
Cutoff, and Fusion with Others Scores

H1d: Participants in the differentiation induction group will have significantly
lower Emotional Cutoff scores than participants in the control group (see Figure
3).
H1e: Participants in the differentiation induction group will have significantly
lower Fusion with Others scores than participants in the control group (see Figure
3).
Differentiation and Proposed Outcomes
It is further hypothesized that engaging in differentiation processes will also affect
several personal and work outcomes. Specifically, it is hypothesized that:
H3: When presented with an emotionally conflictual situation, participants who
engage in the differentiation induction will report significantly different scores on
outcome variables (Awareness of Narrative Identity, Affective Commitment to
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Supervisor, Perceived Stress, Turnover Intent) when compared with a control
group.
The following discussion explores in more detail why differentiation processes are
hypothesized to impact the four workplace outcomes.
Awareness of Narrative Identity
Narrative identity is defined as an individual’s internalized, evolving, and
integrative story upon the reconstructed past, present experiences, and desired future
(Hallford & Mellor, 2017; Ibarra, 1999; Kreiner et al., 2006; McAdams 1999, 2008;
McAdams & Manczak, 2015; Pratt et al., 2006; Singer, 2004). Within this process, the
individual is actively authoring and editing their personal narrative in order to make sense
of life experiences and build a framework that provides unity, purpose, and meaning for
themselves. Within the larger theoretical perspective, narrative identity is positively
related to wellbeing (Adler et al., 2016; Bauer et al., 2008).
Narrative identity extends to the workplace; employees can expend effort to craft
a specific workplace identity that meets their job and career aims (Ibarra & Barbulescu,
2010). In this process, an employee may experience a threat to their narrative identity
through an emotionally conflictual workplace event. Hallford and Mellor (2017) suggest
that awareness of narrative identity is a metacognitive function that links one’s
experiences to a larger story about self which in turn informs one’s identity.
Consequently, when an employee experiences a conflict in a workplace relationship and
engages in the four differentiation processes, they are better able to stay present,
connected, and aware during the metaleptic moment, thus allowing for an opportunity to
actively realign their personal narrative. Therefore, it is hypothesized that:
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H3a: Participants in the differentiation induction group will have significantly
higher Awareness of Narrative Identity scores than participants in the control
group (see Figure 4).
Figure 4
Hypothesis 3a: Main effect of Condition on Awareness of Narrative Identity Scores

Affective Commitment to Supervisor
A primary work-related relationship, where differentiation holds the potential to
augment the affiliation, is between leaders and their direct reports. This is especially true
for employees who typically possess less power and authority in the workplace and the
relationship. Consequently, one’s commitment to their immediate supervisor, especially
in the midst of a conflictual situation, can be enhanced or diminished depending upon
their ability to respond from a place of greater differentiation. Commitment is a
psychological construct that defines a person’s course of action relevant to a variety of
targets (Meyer & Herscovitch, 2001). Initially, commitment was conceptualized as an
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individual’s level of attachment to an organization (Meyer & Allen, 1991, 1997; Sloan et
al., 2017); it included three dimensions: affective (desire), continuance (cost of failure),
and normative (obligation). For the purposes of this study, affective commitment is most
relevant; it describes a person’s emotional attachment to, identification with, and
involvement with the target. Affective commitment, as it specifically relates to
supervisors, is an interpersonal construct that represents two relevant connections to
differentiation: a healthy attachment which exhibits less anxiety (Mikulincer & Shaver,
2007) and higher levels of personal desire for relational connection (Panaccio &
Vandenberghe, 2011). Differentiation is related to improved relational functioning
(Chung & Gale, 2009) and relational well-being (Skowron et al., 2003). As such, an
employee’s affective commitment to supervisor may be the result of a supervisor’s
position to provide positive work experiences. As outlined above, family systems theory
is one method for mitigating negative experiences within workplace relationships
(Bowen, 1976, 1978; Gilbert, 2004, 2008, 2017; Kerr & Bowen, 1988). Therefore, it is
hypothesized that:
H3b: Participants in the differentiation induction group will have significantly
higher Affective Commitment to Supervisor scores than participants in the control
group (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5
Hypothesis 3b: Main effect of Condition on Affective Commitment to Supervisor Scores

Perceived Stress
Family systems theory suggests that an increase in functional differentiation
should have a positive impact with an individual’s felt level of acute anxiety (Bowen,
1976, 1978; Charles, 2001; Kerr & Bowen, 1988). Acute anxiety, operationalized as
stress, has been assessed in a variety of ways. One of the most common measurements is
perceived stress (Cohen et al., 1983); this test measures how an individual appraises
various life situations as stressful. As an outcome variable, it has been suggested that
perceived stress can be used to measure stress levels for events and coping processes. As
a cumulative effect, it is the objective perception of all stressful life events (Dohrenwend
& Dohrenwend, 1974, 1981). As an event-specific effect, it is defined as the impact of an
objective stressful event as determined by an individual’s perception of their immediate
level of felt stress (Lazarus, 1966; 1977). In the workplace, studies suggest a negative
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effect of stressful events on workers (such as unemployment; Dooley & Catalano, 1980;
Gore, 1978). A study by Krycak et al. (2012) found that higher levels of differentiation
had a negative correlation with self-reported levels of perceived stress (d = -0.62).
Additional research indicates differentiation has a negative relationship with stress and
anxiety (Murdock & Gore, 2004) and a positive correlation with psychological wellbeing (Skowron et al., 2003). Therefore, it is hypothesized that:
H3c: Participants in the differentiation induction group will have significantly
lower Perceived Stress scores than participants in the control group (see Figure 6).
Figure 6
Hypotheses 3c and 3d: Main effect of Condition on Perceived Stress and Turnover Intent
Scores

Turnover Intent
Bowen theorized that higher levels of differentiation should result in less
distancing behavior and a reduced number of emotional cutoff events (Bowen, 1976,
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1978; Kerr & Bowen, 1988). Consequently, as differentiation theoretically lowers
withdrawal behavior in the emotional system, increases in an employee’s functional
levels of differentiation should relate to decreased levels of turnover intention.
Turnover intention is defined as an employee’s intent to quit; that is, “A
generalized orientation to leave an organization” (Jaros, 1997, p. 321). Turnover intent is
a construct that assesses an individual’s level of affective attachment to an organization
and suggests employees exhibit planned and deliberate withdrawal behavior toward an
organization before leaving (Meyer & Allen, 1991, 1997; Mowday et al., 2013;
Vandenberghe & Bentein, 2009). Although turnover intention and actual turnover
behaviors are distinct, studies have repeatedly found that they are positively related
(Fukui et al., 2020; Podsakoff et al., 2007; Sikora et al., 2015).
Additionally, relational attachments with others inside of an organization (e.g.,
employee-supervisor) may contribute to a worker’s inclination to stay or leave.
Individuals with high levels of differentiation display more secure attachment in
relationships, exhibit higher ratings of belonging, express more positive feelings about
one’s group, share a greater sense of purpose within the group, and are more likely to
remain in a relationship system rather than cutting themselves off (Bowen, 1978;
Lambert & Friedlander, 2008; Skowron, 2004; Skowron & Dendy, 2004; Sloan & Van
Dierendonck, 2016). Consequently, an insecurely attached, highly anxious individual is
more likely to break ties with their current organization and seek employment from
another (Krausz et al., 2001; Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). In other words, an employee
with elevated levels of differentiation is likely to remain with an organization; in contrast,
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low levels of differentiation would relate to higher levels of emotional cutoff, as
evidenced through an increase in turnover intent. Therefore, it is hypothesized that:
H3d: Participants in the differentiation induction group will have significantly
lower Turnover Intent scores than participants in the control group (see Figure 6).
Gender and Race/Ethnicity as Moderators of Differentiation
Scholars have found family systems theory and differentiation to positively
influence the psychological functioning and health in relational systems across various
demographic and cultural contexts (Chung & Gale, 2009; Gushue & Constantine, 2003;
Jankowski & Hooper, 2012; Naimi & Niaraki, 2013; Peleg, 2005; Peleg-Popko, 2004;
Roytburd & Friedlander, 2008; Skowron, 2004; Tuason & Friedlander, 2000; see also,
Boyd-Franklin, 1989; Carter & McGoldrick, 1999; Charles, 2001; Chung & Gale,
2006; Griffin & Apostal, 1993; Gushue & Sicalides, 1997; Hye-jung & Eun-kyung,
2007; Işık & Bulduk, 2015; Skowron et al., 2004, 2009; Skowron & Schmitt, 2003; Sloan
et al., 2017; Yusuf et al., 2018). These findings are the foundation for the first set of
hypotheses. That is, a differentiation induction should lead to the proposed outcomes for
all participants regardless of gender or race/ethnicity. However, Bowen (1976, 1978) is
not without his critics. Various researchers have suggested that family systems theory is
based in White, Euro-centric, Male rationalism that belies the experience of women,
transgender individuals, and ethnic minorities (Alaedein, 2008; Essandoh, 1995; Miller
et al., 2004; Tamura & Lau, 1992). Specifically, Bowen theory has been criticized in its
approach as being too reliant on traditional masculine gender roles and characteristics of
rational thought, logic, independence, and individualism (Luepnitz, 1988; Silverstein,
2005; Skowron, 2004). The feminist critique has charged family systems theory with
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reinforcing heterosexual couples as the cultural norm, highlighting the negative effects of
power inequities when individuals are socialized to devalue feminine gender roles and
characteristics (e.g., emotion, collectivism, and nurture). If true, these charges ultimately
limit the theoretical generalizability and practical applicability of Bowen beyond nonWhite CIS Males.
Furthermore, the environment faced by women and minorities may be less
malleable to control because they experience chronic stress at higher and more
deleterious rates than White men (Forrester et al., 2019; McGonagle & Kessler, 1990;
Myers et al., 2003; Troxel et al., 2003; Williams, 2021). Their levels of engagement with
differentiation processes may be significantly lower, not due to their inherent gender or
race/ethnicity, but because of their lived experience within limiting societal structures.
Therefore, the following sections outline competing hypotheses, suggesting there may be
a moderating relationship between differentiation and organizational outcomes based
upon the gender and race/ethnicity of the study participant.
Differentiation and Gender
The understanding of gender has evolved in recent years (Morgenroth & Ryan,
2020). Evidence supports that gender, contrary to the standard binary use of male and
female in the English language, is more complex and involves a biological and socially
constructed spectrum that combines an individual’s self-perception of physical and
emotional characteristics along a continuum (Baltes-Löhr, 2018; Castleberry, 2019;
Krieger, 2003; Venkatesh et al., 2004). According to a recent survey (GLAAD, 2021),
5.6% of all Americans identify as LGBTQ; that portion of the population increases for
Generation Z specifically to 1 in 6 (16-17%). In addition, the same survey reports that
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81% of the Heterosexual, Cisgender American population is open to learning more about
LGBTQ individuals and their experiences.
If gender is broken out into categories that are more representative of the ways in
which individuals self-identify (e.g., Cisgender Male, Cisgender Female, Transgender
Male, Transgender Female, non-Binary, Third Gender), it would suggest that the theory
and differentiation processes might have limited utility for non-CIS Male groups.
Scholars (Ault-Riche, 1986; Knudson-Martin, 1994; Luepnitz, 1988; Silverstein, 2005;
Skowron, 2004) have argued that differentiation processes are most likely to play out as
predicted for CIS Males, this is because family systems theory stresses the dominance of
thinking over the reaction of feeling and the expression of autonomy over the fostering of
community. That is, rational thought and rugged independence (i.e., more traditional
masculine characteristics) are accentuated, while emotional expression and collectivism
(i.e., more traditional feminine characteristics) are deemphasized. Based on these
differences, it follows that a differentiation induction could have a greater impact for CIS
Males who would see relatively larger subsequent changes in self-differentiation
perceptions (e.g., more I Position) and the outcome variables (e.g., higher Awareness of
Narrative Identity).
Differentiation and Race/Ethnicity
Similar to the critique based on potential gender differences, family systems
theory has also been criticized as being grounded in and overemphasizing a
predominantly White, Euro-centric perspective (Alaedein, 2008; Essandoh, 1995; Miller
et al., 2004; Rothbaum et al., 2000; Tamura & Lau, 1992). Race and ethnicity are social
constructs (Gannon, 2016; Kaplan, 2011; Kaplan & Winther, 2013; Meissner, 2018) that
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have a direct impact on societal systems and how members of distinct groups experience
the world. Recent U.S. Census Bureau (2021) data reports that the American population
is roughly broken into these ethnic groups: White (60.1%), Hispanic or Latino (18.5%),
Black or African American (13.4%), Asian (5.9%), Two or More Races (2.8%),
American Indian and Alaska Native (1.3%), Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander
(0.2%).
As long-held narratives that promote privilege and institutional practices of
discrimination are recognized, 79% of organizations report that they will increase DEBI
(diversity, equity, belonging, inclusion) initiatives in 2022 (Tralient, n.d.). In this context,
Bowen’s critics suggest that the usefulness of family systems theory might be limited
because the central concept of differentiation is inextricably linked to the ideas of
individual independence and autonomy (Alaedein, 2008). This cultural connection, say
critics, places an overemphasis on Western values (Dwairy, 2004; Rothbaum et al.,
2000), thereby minimizing the importance of interrelatedness and connection to an ingroup commonly observed in more collectivist cultures (Hofstede, 1980; Triandis, 1995)
– such as is the case for Arab (Alaedein, 2008), Japanese (Tamura & Lau, 1992), and
Black (Essandoh, 1995) ethnic groups. In individualistic cultures, the self is emphasized,
personal abilities are promoted, and attainment of individual goals is celebrated
(Kitayama et al., 1995). In contrast, collectivist cultures do not highlight the
accomplishments of individuals, but rather expect members to adjust and fit in with the
in-group, constraining their own personal desires in the process (Smith & Bond, 1993).
Based on the above critical analysis, it would suggest that the differentiation
processes will be more valuable and lead to the predicted outcomes for White
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participants. Combining the critiques about the valuable and applicability of
differentiation processes for non- CIS Male and non-White groups leads to an alternative
(and competing) hypothesis:
H2: Race/Ethnicity and Gender will moderate the relationship between the
Condition and the outcome variables such that the differentiation induction will
have the greatest impact on differentiation scores and outcomes for White CIS
Male participants.
More specifically:
H2a: White CIS Male participants in the differentiation induction group will have
significantly higher self-differentiation overall scores than White CIS Female and
all non-White participants in the differentiation induction group and all
participants in the control group (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7
Hypothesis 2a: Interaction effects of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on overall
Differentiation Scores

H2b: White CIS Male participants in the differentiation induction group will have
significantly higher I-Position scores than White CIS Female and all non-White
participants in the differentiation induction group and all participants in the
control group (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8
Hypothesis 2b: Interaction effects of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on I Position
Scores

H2c: White CIS Male participants in the differentiation induction group will have
significantly lower Emotional Reactivity scores than White CIS Female and all
non-White participants in the differentiation induction group and all participants
in the control group (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9
Hypotheses 2c, 2d, and 2e: Interaction effects of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity
on Emotional Reactivity, Emotional Cutoff, and Fusion with Others Scores

H2d: White CIS Male participants in the differentiation induction group will have
significantly lower Emotional Cutoff scores than White CIS Female and all nonWhite participants in the differentiation induction group and all participants in the
control group (see Figure 9).
H2e: White CIS Male participants in the differentiation induction group will have
significantly lower Fusion with Others scores than White CIS Female and all nonWhite participants in the differentiation induction group and all participants in the
control group (see Figure 9).
In relation to organizational outcomes, it is hypothesized that:
H4: Race/Ethnicity and Gender will moderate the relationship between Condition
and the outcome variables such that the differentiation induction will have the
greatest impact on outcomes for White CIS Male participants. More specifically:
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H4a: White CIS Male participants in the differentiation induction group will have
significantly higher Awareness of Narrative Identity scores than White CIS
Female and all non-White participants in the differentiation induction group and
all participants in the control group (see Figure 10).
Figure 10
Hypothesis 4a: Interaction effects of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on
Awareness of Narrative Identity Scores

H4b: White CIS Male participants in the differentiation induction group will have
significantly higher Affective Commitment to Supervisor scores than White CIS
Female and all non-White participants in the differentiation induction group and
all participants in the control group (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11
Hypothesis 4b: Interaction effects of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on Affective
Commitment to Supervisor Scores

H4c: White CIS Male participants in the differentiation induction group will have
significantly lower Perceived Stress scores than White CIS Female and all nonWhite participants in the differentiation induction group and all participants in the
control group (see Figure 12).
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Figure 12
Hypotheses 4c and 4d: Interaction effects of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on
Perceived Stress and Turnover Intent Scores

H4d: White CIS Male participants in the differentiation induction group will have
significantly lower Turnover Intent scores than White CIS Female and all nonWhite participants in the differentiation induction group and all participants in the
control group (e.g., Figure 12).
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CHAPTER III
Method
Sample
Participants were recruited through Prolific, an online marketplace where
participants can register for the purpose of completing surveys. Research suggests that
crowdsourcing tools tend to be suitable for psychological testing, and the quality of data
obtained on Prolific is comparable or superior to other methods (Behrend et al., 2011,
Palan & Schitter, 2018; Peer et al., 2017). Participation in this study was based upon
possessing a sufficient amount of work experience, specifically having a history of
encounters with a supervisor that were emotionally conflictual requiring that subjects
have engaged in a minimal amount of narrative identity processing. To have this depth of
work and relational experience, volunteers needed be 25 years of age or older. It was
assumed that this minimum age would provide participants with the possibility of 10
years of employment experience and potentially 3-5 years of work history post
completion of high school and/or college. Therefore, participation criteria included those
subjects who (a) live in the United States, (b) are 25 years of age or older, (c) are
currently employed, (e) are fluent in English, and (f) have a ≥ 98% Prolific approval rate
with ≥ 15 previous submissions.
Participants were asked to use the Qualtrics platform (https://www.qualtrics.com)
to complete an informed consent followed by a survey which included the emotionally
conflictual situation, differentiation induction, the accompanying measure for
differentiation of self, as well as the four dependent variables, two demographic data
questions, and additional questions for screening and instructed response items.
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Prolific suggests that average participants be compensated the equivalent of
$9.60/hour. To determine appropriate compensation, the survey was pilot tested with 10
Prolific participants to obtain an estimate on the maximum time needed to complete the
survey. Responses indicated that the average range for survey completion was 10 to 15
minutes. In order to compensate at $10/hour for 15 minutes, a rate of $2.50 per survey
was paid to each participant.
The G*Power software package (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buckner, 2007; Faul,
Erdfelder, Buckner, & Lang, 2009) was used to conduct a power analysis (Cohen, 1988,
1992b, 2016) to determine an appropriate sample size for this study, which includes a
series of factorial ANOVA (2x2x2) tests for condition, gender, and race/ethnicity.
Previous research by Drake et al. (2015) studied the relationship between differentiation
and perceived stress (Cohen et al., 1983). In assessing convergent validity, they used
Principal Components Analysis and Graded Response Modeling and found a large
Bivariate Pearson correlation (r = -0.66). Additional research by Sloan et al. (2017)
studied the relationship between differentiation and affective organizational commitment;
analyzing with a Structural Equation Model, they found a small to moderate relationship
(b = 0.14). Based upon previous effect sizes that varied from small to large, the goal was
to gather a sufficient sample to detect a moderate effect size (d = 0.5; Breaugh, 2003;
Breitsohl, 2019; Cohen, 2016; Lenhard & Lenhard, 2016). Furthermore, assuming p < .05
and a power of .80 for a factorial ANOVA (2x2x2), the study required a minimum
sample of 237 participants. Given that approximately 5% of Prolific data is excluded due
to quality concerns (Palan & Schitter, 2018) and the potential of eliminating participants
who fail the consent items or attention check questions for obtaining quality data, up to
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an additional 15% of participants were recruited. Therefore, between 250 (minimum) and
275 (maximum) participants were required for the study. A total sample, including an
oversampling of 100 BIPOC individuals, resulted in 406 participants.
Procedure
After completing the informed consent and confirming recruitment criteria,
participants were guided through the following steps, which are outlined in the study
model (see Figure 13).
Figure 13

Dissertation Research Model

Participants were presented with an emotionally charged case study with a supervisor.
Your organization has recently initiated a new work-life balance
initiative. The policy allows employees more flexibility with their work
schedules. Pat, your supervisor (who is prone to leaving the office early,
especially on Friday afternoons), sends out a memo to everyone on the
team encouraging them to take advantage of this great policy and
distribute their time more effectively between work and family.
The following week, you approach Pat and express concern that
your workload has been getting too much for you to handle. You say that,
recently, you have needed to take work home on weeknights and some
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weekends. And in light of the new initiative, you wonder if some of your
projects can be reassigned to another team member. Pat is surprised to
hear your concern and says that you have the same amount of work as
Chris, and if they can do it then you should be able to as well.
Hearing that, you pause, and then you mention that you may need
to finish your work later tonight because you need to leave the office early
to take care of a personal issue. Pat asks, “What could be so important?”
and strongly suggests that you maintain a strict 9am to 5pm work schedule
in the future.
Participants were then given two reflection questions to further reflect on their feelings
and emotions to solidify the nodal event.
As you think about Pat’s inconsistency, what raw emotions are you
experiencing? Write down your answer.

How much emotional conflict do you feel in this situation on a scale from
none (0) to extreme (10).
Participants were randomly assigned to equal sized groups of either the
differentiation induction or control group. The differentiation induction group received
four prompts that are each associated with a distinct differentiation process. The order of
the four differentiation processes in the previous discussion was based solely upon the
arrangement used by scholars in prior reporting; the sequence of reporting was not
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grounded in theory and should not be considered a crucial element of the differentiation
induction. Consequently, in the differentiation induction, the order of the four
differentiation processes was adjusted; the goal was to create a more natural flow and
compounding effect (Gilbert, 2017; Kott, 2014; Sagar & Wiseman, 2007). It is logical to
place a pause induction first (dissuading Emotional Reactivity), as this is a powerful
initial intervention that lays the foundation for what will follow. After a moment of
suspension, the I Position process facilitates the identification and establishment of
personal values; these become the footing for any response and the expression of
autonomy. Building on this, a distancing process (reducing Fusion with Others) induces
participants to take a step back from their personal experience and engage a neutral
perspective when reviewing the emotionally conflictual event and consider multiple
points of view. Finally, to deter Emotional Cutoff, the final process attempts to induce a
reconnection by means of bridging behavior, the creation and practice of bidding
statements. Each differentiation induction statement is outlined in more detail below.
The Emotional Reactivity process highlights the individual’s awareness of and
ability to regulate affect; to do this, the differentiation induction offered participants an
opportunity to practice mindfulness and engage in a moment of pause. The first prompt
said, “When emotions run high, one option is to practice mindfulness – being fully
present in the moment, aware of our physical presence and surroundings. First, find a
comfortable position and take three deep breaths, counting to five as you inhale, hold,
and exhale. Second, find your pulse and notice its speed and rhythm; if you feel that it is
too fast, repeat the breathing exercise. Finally, write down a sentence for each of your
senses, describing what you notice about your physical surroundings.”
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I Position is the extent to which a person is able to define and express their own
perspective, particularly through “I statements” of personal values and principles; to
accomplish this, the differentiation induction offered participants the opportunity to
brainstorm, name, and reflect upon personal, core values and principles. The prompt read,
“Workplace values are often expressed through finding meaning and fulfillment in your
work, encountering positive and affirming relationships at work, or experiencing success
and security in the workplace. In this workplace situation, think about who you want to
be. First, pick a workplace value that you would never want to compromise, even when
the situation gets stressful and heated, and write it down. Then, write a few sentences
describing an interaction with your supervisor in which you live out this value.”
The process of Fusion with Others emphasizes the amount of emotional closeness
one experiences with others; to this end, the differentiation induction attempted to
positively impact levels of functional differentiation that would support behaviors to gain
perspective and consider other points of view. The prompt read, “There are multiple ways
a person can understand what is happening in a particular situation. When multiple
perspectives are present, taking a step back, adopting a neutral position, and imagining
what the other person in the situation may be experiencing (both thinking and feeling)
can be useful for considering other perspectives and influencing our feelings of
connection to that person. First, write down one statement that describes what your
supervisor might be thinking in this moment. Then, write down a second statement
describing what your supervisor might be feeling in this moment.”
The process of Emotional Cutoff describes the extent to which an individual
reactively distances from others to soothe anxiety; to mitigate a participant’s distancing
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behavior, the differentiation induction asked participants to plan and rehearse a bid they
can offer that might reconnect the relationship. The induction question stated, “In
interpersonal conflicts such as this, people sometimes feel the urge to “run-away” and
create a feeling of distance between themselves and the other person. Another option is to
stay present and connected with the other person by offering an invitation. This bid for
reconnection needs to be verbal, positively stated, and include a specific need. For
example, “I feel like that conversation could have gone better. Can we sit down over
coffee and try again?” Write down two invitational statements you could make that
would invite your supervisor back into a discussion.”
The control group participants were not given any alternative intervention. As
noted earlier, the default behavior for people is to move from emotional triggering events
directly to reactions. This study tested the extent to which engaging in a differentiation
induction interrupts that process. Thus, the comparison of interest was between
participants who interrupt the process versus those where differentiation processes were
not induced.
Finally, after completing the intervention, the members of both intervention and
control groups were asked to respond to a series of measures. First, all participants
responded to a Differentiation of Self Index – Short Form (DSI-SF; Drake et al., 2015).
Next, subjects completed four outcome scales: Awareness of Narrative Identity
Questionnaire (Hallford & Mellor, 2017); Affective Commitment to Supervisor
(Panaccio & Vandenberghe, 2011); Perceived Stress (Cohen et al., 1983); and Turnover
Intent (Vandenberghe & Bentein, 2009). Finally, all participants completed two
demographic questions asking for their self-identified Gender and Race/Ethnicity.
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Measures
Differentiation of Self
Differentiation of self is defined as, “The ability to balance the pulls of
individuality and togetherness” (Drake et al., 2015, p. 101). Stated alternately, it is the
ability to remain objective and rational in the midst of emotionally charged situations
(Bowen, 1976, 1978; Kerr & Bowen 1988). For example, more highly differentiated
individuals are able to maintain close emotional relationships while simultaneously
maintaining a solid sense of self and exhibit more resilience in the face of stress and
anxiety. It was measured with the 20-item DSI-SF measure with contextualized items
referring to the presented situation.
The DSI-SF (Drake et al., 2015) consists of four subscales measuring both
intrapsychic and interpersonal processes (Jankowski & Hooper, 2012). As theorists have
noted (Bowen, 1976, 1978; Gilbert, 2004, 2008, 2017; Kerr & Bowen, 1988), the extent
to which a person is able to remain differentiated can be impacted – positively as well as
negatively – within context of specific situations. Therefore, the items in the DSI-SF in
this study were contextualized to reference the specific emotionally conflictual situation
that participants read. The I Position process is a 6-item subscale that assesses the extent
to which a person is able to define and express their own perspective; an example
included, “I feel pretty calm in the stress of this situation.” The Emotional Reactivity
process is a 5-item subscale that assesses the individual’s awareness of and ability to
regulate affect; for example, “In this situation my feelings would get the best of me, and I
would have trouble thinking clearly.” The Emotional Cutoff process is a 3-item subscale
that assesses the extent to which an individual reactively distances from others to soothe
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anxiety; an example is, “In this situation, my supervisor was getting too close to me, and
I felt the need to distance myself.” The Fusion with Others process is a 6-item subscale
that assess the amount of emotional closeness one experiences; for example, “When my
supervisor criticized me in this situation, I knew it would bother me for days.”
Participants rated the 20 items on a response scale that ranged from 1 (not at all true of
me) to 6 (very true of me). Average scores were calculated for each scale.
Awareness of Narrative Identity
Narrative identity is defined as, “[The] memories of emotionally significant
experiences that are interpreted to contain self-defining meaning and integrated into the
broader themes and patterns that comprise the life story as a whole” (Pals, 2006, pp.
1080-1081). A person’s narrative identity is the evolutionary process of internalizing
stories and using the reconstructed past to create a sense of self (Singer, 2004). It is
necessary for an individual to make sense of experiences in the broader context of one’s
life; more specifically, it facilitates the meaningful integration of experiences that are
both positive and negative, as well as congruent and contradictory. Narrative identity was
measured with a contextualized version of the 5-item Awareness subscale of the
Awareness of Narrative Identity Questionnaire (Hallford & Mellor, 2017). Sample items
included: “I will use this situation as a story about my career to work out the kind of
person I am,” and “As I reflect upon this situation, I can observe how there is a story that
tells me who I am.” Participants rated each item on an 11-point scale that ranged from 0
(completely disagree) to 10 (completely agree), higher scores indicated higher levels of
narrative identity awareness. Participants’ average scale scores on the items were used.
Affective Commitment to Supervisor
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When an employee portrays an affective commitment to their supervisor, they
possess a sense of pride and appreciation in collaborating with their boss (Panaccio &
Vandenberghe, 2011). The affective commitment to supervisor scale is a 6-item measure.
Participants used a 5-point, Likert-type scale to measure agreement with each statement
on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Example items included, “I
respect my supervisor,” and “My supervisor means a lot to me.” Participants’ average
scale scores on the items were used.
Perceived Stress
Perceived stress is defined as the impact of an objective stressful event as
determined by an individual’s perception of their stressfulness (Lazarus, 1966; 1977).
The Perceived Stress Scale (Cohen et al., 1983) was designed to measure how an
individual appraises life situations as stressful. A shorter 4-item scale exhibits similar
psychometric properties to the original, validated 14-item measure. In this study, items
were contextualized to refer to the specific case study. Example items included, “In this
situation, to what degree did you feel unable to control the important things in your job?”
and (reverse scored) “In this situation, to what degree did you feel that things were going
your way?” Responses were obtained through a 5-point, Likert-type scale with a range
from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much). Higher overall scores indicated greater stress.
Participants’ average scale scores on the items were used.
Turnover Intention
Turnover intention is defined as an employee’s intent to quit; that is, “A
generalized orientation to leave an organization” (Jaros, 1997, p. 321). Turnover intention
was assessed using a contextualized version of the measure developed by Vandenberghe
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and Bentein (2009); this 3-item scale focuses on employees’ intent to leave their present
organization within the next 12 months. The three items included: “I would seriously
think about quitting this job,” “I would intend to search for a position with another
employer within the next year” and “I would intend to quit my team in the near future.”
Responses to all items were on a 5-point Likert-type scale, with anchors ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Participants’ average scale scores on the items
were used.
Gender
Participants were given the option to self-identify their Gender from a range of
options (L. Bikos, personal communication, October 24, 2021): “Cisgender Female,”
“Cisgender Male,” “Transgender Female,” “Transgender Male,” “Non-binary/Third
gender,” or “Prefer to self-describe.”
Race/Ethnicity
Participants were offered the opportunity to self-identify their Race/Ethnicity
from a range of options (Magaña & Vanegas, 2021; U.S. Census Bureau, 2021): “Asian
or Pacific Islander,” “Black or African American,” “Hispanic or Latino/Latina/Latinx,”
“Native American, Alaska Native, or Native Hawaiian,” “White or Caucasian,” “Biracial
or Multiracial,” “Prefer to self-describe.”
Ensuring Data Quality
Inattentive responses from distracted participants of online subject pools can
sometimes raise concern for data quality (Buchanan & Scofield, 2018); these responses
may produce within-group variability that can lead to decreased correlations, and thus
bias the results of a study (Meade & Craig, 2012). Therefore, to ensure the quality of data
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collection and to increase confidence in appropriate participant selection two quality
checks were included within the survey (Rodd, 2019). The first had participants confirm
their meeting of the general requirements. The second was built into the survey items as
two attention checks, where participants were instructed to select a specified answer. The
use of two instructed response items was included within the body of the survey as
recommended by Meade and Craig (2012) as an attention check of careless participant
responding. The instructed response items indicated participants should give one specific
response to a question (e.g., Respond with a 5 “strongly agree” for this item). Participants
who did not answer in alignment with the identified criteria or answered incorrectly to
either of the two instructed response items were listwise deleted from the sample prior to
data analysis. Two attention check items were included: In the affective commitment to
supervisor scale the item was worded, “Please select scale value ‘2 – disagree.’” And in
the Emotional Cutoff subscale the item was phrased, “Please select scale value ‘1 – not at
all.’”
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CHAPTER IV
Results
Data Preparation
Data was collected for the random sample group (N = 298) and the race/ethnicity
oversample group (N = 108). In screening the data, 51 participants were removed – 43 for
lack of receiving a confirmation code from Prolific, and eight participants in the
oversample data set did not pass the self-assessed demographic check for being nonwhite. No respondents were removed due to missed attention checks or other
demographic checks. The final data set included 355 participants.
Before hypothesis testing, the data was prepared for analysis by (a) identifying
and managing missing variables, and (b) evaluating continuous variables as a function of
normality. Although normality is not always required for analyses, screening continuous
variables for this assumption can be informative for understanding results (Tabachnick &
Fidell, 2007).
Missingness
Using guidelines from each of the tests’ manuals (Field et al., 2012; Green &
Salkind, 2017; Little & Rubin, 2019), missingness was assessed. Nine additional
participants were listwise deleted for having 100% missing data. The remaining data set
showed 322 rows with 100% complete data. There was 92.8% non-missingness in all
rows, meaning 7.2% of rows had one or more missing items, resulting in 0.44% overall
missingness. MCAR was assessed using Little’s (1988) test and resulted in X2 (719) =
855.3, p < 0.001, with 19 patterns of missingness.
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The statistically significant p-value suggests that MCAR should technically be
rejected; however, with such minor overall missingness (e.g., 0.44%), there are
mechanisms to appropriately address missing data. Kline (2015) indicated that
information loss due to missingness is potentially recoverable through imputation, a
process where missing scores are replaced by predicted scores. Parent (2013) concluded
that in datasets with low levels of missingness, a reasonable sample size, and adequate
internal reliability of measures, that available information analysis (AIA) had comparable
results to mean substitution or multiple imputation. Consequently, with 99.6% of the data
present, the AIA approach was used to analyze missingness and compute scale scores;
ultimately, obtaining results was successful.
Normality
The data set was assessed for outliers and normality. Using guidelines from Orr et
al. (1991) and Aguinis and Joo (2015), six participants were listwise deleted, resulting in
a final sample size of 340 observations for analysis. The Shapiro-Wilk statistic was used
to measure for univariate normality (Field et al., 2012). As shown in Table 1, scores on
the I Position scale did not differ in a significant manner from a normal distribution;
however, all other distributions of scores were significantly different than normal. Tests
were conducted to assess skewness and kurtosis; per criteria of Tabachnick and Fidell
(2007), all variables fell within normal ranges.
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Table 1
Descriptives
Variable
Emotional Reactivity
I Position
Fusion with Others
Emotional Cutoff
Differentiation of Self
Awareness of Narrative Identity
Affective Commitment to Supervisor
Perceived Stress
Turnover Intent

Mean
3.95
3.77
3.36
3.64
3.46
4.56
1.84
3.61
3.89

SD
Skew Kurtosis
1.19
-0.495 -0.441
0.85
-0.036 -0.188
1.00
-0.191 -0.483
1.10
-0.055 -0.551
0.88
0.396 -0.280
2.32
-0.314 -0.550
0.761 0.903
0.535
0.725 -0.426
0.026
0.953 -0.958
0.731

S-W
0.967
0.994
0.986
0.985
0.984
0.970
0.905
0.975
0.896

p value
<0.001
0.259
0.003
0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Scoring
Using guidelines from each of the tests’ manuals (Field et al., 2012; Green &
Salkind, 2017), scale scores were calculated, utilizing AIA (Parent, 2013) when
individuals completed 80% of the items. However, due to multiple missing responses on
the Awareness of Narrative Identity questions – and its small number of overall items –
scale scores were computed utilizing AIA when individuals completed 50% of the items.
Demographics
The final sample consisted of 340 participants (see Table 2). Gender was
unevenly distributed, as there were more CIS Females (59%) than CIS Males (37%) and
other gender dimensions (3%). The split between White and BIPOC participants was
almost equal. The ratio of control to differentiation induction groups was also balanced.
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Table 2
Demographics

Total participants

Group size
340

Percent of total
100.00

Condition
Control
Differentiation induction

177
163

52.06
47.94

Gender
CIS Male
CIS Female
Non-binary/Third gender
Trans Male
Trans Female

127
202
9
0
2

37.35
59.41
2.65
0.00
0.59

Race/Ethnicity
White
Asian
Black
Hispanic
Biracial
Native
Self-describe

196
49
39
28
18
2
8

57.65
14.41
11.47
8.24
5.29
0.59
2.35

Correlations
Cronbach’s alphas for six of the measures showed acceptable to high reliability
(see Table 3). Three of the scales (Emotional Cutoff, Fusion with Others, and Perceived
Stress) had lower reliability, indicating scale items covaried less than in previous
research. The lower reliability could attenuate the relationships and potentially suggest
that the contextualized assessments of the constructs might be less uniform than in
previous research. Consistent with previous research (Drake et al., 2015), strong and
statistically significant correlations were found between the differentiation processes and
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overall differentiation scores, and the relationships were observed to be in the anticipated
direction (e.g., higher Emotional Reactivity related to lower I Position).
Overall differentiation and the differentiation sub-processes correlated in the
expected direction with Perceived Stress. More specifically, overall differentiation scores
were strongly related to Perceived Stress suggesting that higher overall differentiation
relates to lower feelings of anxiety. Additionally, all four differentiation processes (I
Position, Emotional Reactivity, Emotional Cutoff, and Fusion with Others) were strongly
related to Perceived Stress in the predicted direction. Additionally, overall differentiation
and all of the sub-processes (except I Position) statistically correlated with Supervisor
Commitment and Turnover Intent indicating an employee’s ability to remain
differentiated in a stressful encounter could affect their relationships and willingness to
remain with an organization. No elements of differentiation were related to Awareness of
Narrative Identity. As these are correlational relationships, no causal statements can be
made; however, results suggest that having a stronger sense of differentiation in a
workplace relationship could be positively related to several organizational outcomes of
interest (e.g., higher commitment, lower stress, and lower desire to quit). Outcomes were
moderately related to one another at the statistically significant level, indicating that the
dependent variables were related but sufficiently independent to consider them
separately.
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The Effects of the Differentiation Induction on Differentiation Scores
Hypothesis 1 tested the effect of condition (control vs differentiation induction
groups) on Differentiation of Self (H1a), I Position (H1b), Emotional Reactivity (H1c),
Emotional Cutoff (H1d), and Fusion with Others (H1e). H1 proposed that participants
who engaged in the differentiation induction would report significantly different
differentiation scores when compared to a control group (see Figure 14).
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Figure 14
Hypothesis 1: Main effect of Condition on overall Differentiation (H1a), I Position
(H1b), Emotional Reactivity (H1c), Emotional Cutoff (H1d), and Fusion with Others
(H1e) Scores

Note. Green labels represent dimensions that were hypothesized to be higher in the
differentiation induction group. Red labels represent dimensions that were proposed to be
lower in the differentiation induction group. Star denotes a difference between group
scores that was statistically significant.
Hypothesis 1a proposed that participants in the differentiation induction group
would have significantly higher overall self-differentiation scores than participants in the
control group. Although scores were in the hypothesized directions, H1a was not
supported [F(1, 338) = 2.03, p = 0.16, 2 = 0.01], indicating participation in the
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differentiation induction exercises did not significantly affect overall differentiation
scores (see Table 4). This suggests that participants who engaged in all four processes of
pausing, reflecting on personal values, taking an outside perspective, and rehearsing a
bridging invitation were no more likely to express a balance of interpsychic awareness
and interpersonal connection than those who did not (see Figure 14).
Table 4
Hypothesis 1a: Main effect of Condition on overall Differentiation Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Residuals
338

Sum of
Squares
1.55
258

Mean Square
1.55
0.76

F Value p value
2.03

0.16

Hypothesis 1b proposed that participants in the differentiation induction group
would have significantly higher I Position scores than participants in the control group.
H1b was supported [F(1, 338) = 5.71, p = 0.02,  2 = 0.02 (note star in Figure 14)],
participants in the differentiation induction group (M = 3.88) showed significantly higher
I Position scores than participants in the control group (M = 3.66; see Table 5). This
suggests that participants who completed the differentiation induction exercises were
more likely to indicate they could articulate a stance on personal values or opinion from a
set of well-thought-out principles, even in the face of pressure to change and conform.
Table 5
Hypothesis 1b: Main effect of Condition on I Position Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Residuals
338

Sum of
Squares
4.07
241

Mean Square
4.07
0.71

F Value

p value

5.71

0.02*
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Hypothesis 1c proposed that participants in the differentiation induction group
would have significantly lower Emotional Reactivity scores than participants in the
control group. H1c was not supported [F(1, 338) = 1.73, p = 0.19,  2 = 0.01] indicating
participation in the differentiation induction exercises did not significantly affect
Emotional Reactivity scores (see Table 6). This suggests that participants who engaged in
all four processes of differentiation were no more likely to indicate they could
intentionally pause for a moment and actively engage a mindfulness practice before
responding than those who did not (see Figure 14).
Table 6
Hypothesis 1c: Main effect of Condition on Emotional Reactivity Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Residuals
338

Sum of
Squares
2.40
473

Mean Square
2.42
1.40

F Value

p value

1.73

0.19

Hypothesis 1d proposed participants in the differentiation induction group would
have significantly lower Emotional Cutoff scores than participants in the control group.
H1d was not supported [F(1, 338) = 1.46, p = 0.23,  2 = 0.00], indicating participation in
the differentiation induction exercises did not significantly affect Emotional Cutoff scores
(see Table 7). This suggests that participants who engaged in all four processes of
differentiation were no more likely to indicate they could envision a bridging invitation
or rehearse an emotional bid for reconnection than those who did not (see Figure 14).
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Table 7
Hypothesis 1d: Main effect of Condition on Emotional Cutoff Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Residuals
338

Sum of Mean Square
Squares
1.70
1.74
405
1.20

F Value

p value

1.46

0.23

Hypothesis 1e proposed participants in the differentiation induction group would
have significantly lower Fusion with Others scores than participants in the control group.
H1e was not supported [F(1, 338) = 0.01, p = 0.91,  2 = 0.00], indicating participation in
the differentiation induction exercises did not significantly affect Fusion with Others
scores (see Table 8). This suggests that participants who engaged in all four processes of
differentiation were no more likely to indicate they could emotionally distance
themselves from the situation and take an outside perspective than those who did not (see
Figure 14).
Table 8
Hypothesis 1e: Main effect of Condition on Fusion with Others Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Residuals
338

Sum of Mean Square
Squares
0.00
0.01
340
1.01

F Value

p value

0.01

0.91

The Effects of the Differentiation Induction on Awareness of Narrative Identity,
Affective Commitment to Supervisor, Perceived Stress, and Turnover Intent
Hypothesis 3 proposed that participants who engaged in the differentiation
induction would report significantly different scores on Awareness of Narrative Identity,
Affective Commitment to Supervisor, Perceived Stress, and Turnover Intent, when
compared with a control group. Each are reviewed below.
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Awareness of Narrative Identity
Hypothesis 3a proposed participants in the differentiation induction group would
have significantly higher Awareness of Narrative Identity scores than participants in the
control group. H3a was not supported [F(1, 338) = 2.82, p = 0.09, 2= 0.01], indicating
participation in the differentiation induction exercises, although approaching the level of
significance, did not affect Awareness of Narrative Identity scores (see Table 9). This
suggests that participants who engaged in all four processes of pausing, reflecting on
persona values, taking an outside perspective, and rehearsing a bridging invitation were
not more likely to view this event as a noteworthy element of their personal narrative
than those who did not participate in the differentiation induction (see Figure 15).
Table 9
Hypothesis 3a: Main effect of Condition on Awareness of Narrative Identity Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Residuals
338

Sum of Mean Square
Squares
15.0
15.1
1803
5.33

F Value

p value

2.82

0.09
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Figure 15
Hypothesis 3a: Main effect of Condition on Awareness of Narrative Identity Scores

Affective Commitment to Supervisor
Hypothesis 3b proposed participants in the differentiation induction group would
have significantly higher Affective Commitment to Supervisor scores than participants in
the control group. H3b was supported [F(1, 338) = 6.06, p = 0.01, 2 = 0.02 (note star in
Figure 16)], participants in the differentiation induction group (M = 1.94) showed
significantly higher Affective Commitment to Supervisor scores than participants in the
control group (M = 1.74; see Table 10). Thus, individuals in the differentiation induction
were more likely to indicate they would exhibit greater emotional connection, amplified
identification, and broader involvement with another person. This indicates that
participants who engage in the four differentiation processes would report higher levels
of feeling dedicated and loyal to one’s supervisor than people who did not. Although
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commitment levels were low for both groups, the level was significantly higher for
people who took time to pause, rehearse principles, gain perspective, and prepare to
reconnect.
Figure 16
Hypothesis 3: Main effect of Condition on Affective Commitment to Supervisor (H3b),
Perceived Stress (H3c), and Turnover Intent (H3d) Scores

Note. Green label represents dimension that was hypothesized to be higher in the
differentiation induction group. Red labels represent dimensions that were proposed to be
lower in the differentiation induction group. Stars denote differences between group
scores that were statistically significant.
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Table 10
Hypothesis 3b: Main effect of Condition on Affective Commitment to Supervisor Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Residuals
338

Sum of Mean Square
Squares
3.46
3.46
193
0.57

F Value

p value

6.06

0.01**

Perceived Stress
Hypothesis 3c proposed participants in the differentiation induction group would
have significantly lower Perceived Stress scores than participants in the control group.
H3c was not supported [F(1, 338) = 2.11, p = 0.15, 2 = 0.01], indicating participation in
the differentiation induction exercises did not significantly affect Perceived Stress scores
(see Table 11). This suggests that participants who engaged in all four processes of
differentiation were no more likely to report lower levels of acute anxiety and situational
stress than those who did not (see Figure 16).
Table 11
Hypothesis 3c: Main effect of Condition on Perceived Stress Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Residuals
338

Sum of
Squares
1.11
177

Mean Square
1.11
0.52

F Value

p value

2.11

0.15

Turnover Intent
Hypothesis 3d proposed participants in the differentiation induction group would
have significantly lower Turnover Intent scores than participants in the control group.
H3d was supported [F(1, 338) = 13.3, p < 0.001, 2 = 0.04 (note star in Figure 16)],
participants in the differentiation induction group (M = 3.69) showed significantly lower
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Turnover Intent scores than participants in the control group (M = 4.06; see Table 12).
Thus, individuals in the differentiation induction were more likely to indicate they would
exhibit less planned distancing and fewer deliberate withdrawal behaviors. This indicates
that participants who engage in the four differentiation processes would report lower
feelings of an intention to quit a job and begin looking for a new position than people
who did not.
Table 12
Hypothesis 3d: Main effect of Condition on Turnover Intent Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Residuals
338

Sum of Mean Square
Squares
11.65
11.6
296
0.88

F Value

p value

13.3

< 0.001***

Gender and Race/Ethnicity as Moderators of the Relationship
Hypothesis 2 proposed that Gender and Race/Ethnicity would moderate the
relationship between the Condition and the outcome variables such that the
differentiation induction will have the greatest impact on differentiation scores and
outcomes for White CIS Male participants.
Differentiation of Self
Hypothesis 2a proposed White CIS Male participants in the differentiation
induction group would have significantly higher self-differentiation overall scores than
White CIS Female and all non-White participants in the differentiation induction group
and all participants in the control group. Results indicated there were no 3-way or 2-way
interactions in participants’ overall differentiation scores (see Table 13), but there was a
main effect for Race/Ethnicity [F(1, 332) = 15.8, p < 0.001, 2 = 0.04] with BIPOC
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individuals (M = 3.37) scoring significantly higher than Whites (M = 3.31; see Figure
17), and a main effect for Gender [F(1, 332) = 27.6, p < 0.001, 2 = 0.07] with CIS Males
(M = 3.76) scoring significantly higher than CIS Females/Others (M = 3.28). This
suggests that members of Racial/Ethnic minority groups and CIS Males were more likely
to express a balance of interpsychic awareness and interpersonal connection, in
comparison to other groups; that is, BIPOC and CIS Male participants in this study
exhibited a greater ability to manage the emotional strains of autonomy and intimacy
within their relationships.
Table 13
Hypothesis 2a: Three-way interaction of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on
overall Differentiation Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Race/Ethnicity
1
Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity
1
Condition:Gender
1
Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Residuals
332

Sum of
Squares
1.55
10.8
18.8
0.48
0.21
1.03
0.03
227

Mean F Value
Square
1.55
2.67
10.8
15.8
18.8
27.6
0.48
0.70
0.21
0.31
1.03
1.50
0.03
0.04
0.68

p value
0.13
< 0.001***
< 0.001***
0.41
0.58
0.22
0.84
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Figure 17
Hypothesis 2: Three-way interaction of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on overall
Differentiation (H2a), I Position (H2b), Emotional Reactivity (H2c), Emotional Cutoff
(H2d), Fusion with Others (H2e) Scores

Note. Dark and light green bars represent dimensions that were hypothesized to be higher
in the differentiation induction group. Orange and red bars represent dimensions that
were proposed to be lower in the differentiation induction group.
A two-way interaction for Gender and Race/Ethnicity was found for I Position. Main
effects for Gender and Race/Ethnicity were found for overall Differentiation, Emotional
Reactivity, Emotional Cutoff, and Fusion with Others.
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Hypothesis 2b proposed White CIS Male participants in the differentiation
induction group would have significantly higher I-Position scores than White CIS Female
and all non-White participants in the differentiation induction group and all participants
in the control group. Results indicated there was no 3-way interaction (see Table 14);
however, there was a 2-way interaction effect for Gender and Race/Ethnicity [F(1, 332) =
4.00, p = 0.05, 2 = 0.01] with BIPOC CIS Males (M = 3.97) exhibiting significantly
more I Position than White CIS Males (M = 3.91), BIPOC CIS Females and Others (M =
3.91), and White CIS Females and Others (M = 3.49). More specifically, a Scheffé (1953)
test was used to test the proposal that White CIS Males should score higher than all other
Gender and Racial/Ethnic groups, if the theory is more applicable to this historically
privileged group. The results were not significant, indicating that CIS Males were not
significantly stronger in their differentiation dimensions (see Figure 17). This two-way
interaction effect suggests that BIPOC CIS Males were more likely than participants in
other groups to indicate they could articulate a stance on personal values or opinion from
a set of well-thought-out principles, even in the face of pressure to change and conform.
Table 14
Hypothesis 2b: Three-way interaction of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on I
Position Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Race/Ethnicity
1
Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity
1
Condition:Gender
1
Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Residuals
332

Sum of
Squares
4.07
6.67
5.77
1.66
0.23
2.70
0.11
224

Mean
Square
4.07
6.67
5.77
1.67
0.23
2.70
0.11
0.67

F Value

p value

6.04
9.90
8.56
2.47
0.34
4.00
0.17

0.01*
0.00**
0.00**
0.12
0.56
0.05*
0.68
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Hypothesis 2c proposed White CIS Male participants in the differentiation
induction group would have significantly lower Emotional Reactivity than White CIS
Female and all non-White participants in the differentiation induction group and all
participants in the control group. Results indicated there were no 3-way or 2-way
interactions in participants’ Emotional Reactivity scores (see Table 15), but there was a
main effect for Race/Ethnicity [F(1, 332) = 12.0, p < 0.001, 2 = 0.03] with BIPOC
individuals (M = 3.70) exhibiting significantly less Emotional Reactivity than Whites (M
= 4.13; see Figure 17). Results also suggest a main effect for Gender [F(1, 338) = 23.2, p
< 0.001, 2 = 0.06] with CIS Males (M = 3.57) showing significantly less Emotional
Reactivity than CIS Females/Others (M = 4.18). This suggests that BIPOC individuals
and CIS Males were more likely to exhibit a greater capacity to regulate their emotions
and express less reactivity in the interpersonal conflict scenario; that is, BIPOC and CIS
Male participants in this study demonstrated a stronger ability to take a pause before they
respond from a place of thoughtfulness and intentionality.
Table 15
Hypothesis 2c: Three-way interaction of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on
Emotional Reactivity Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Race/Ethnicity
1
Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity
1
Condition:Gender
1
Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Residuals
332

Sum of Mean F Value
Squares Square
2.40
2.42
1.88
15.3
15.3
12.0
29.7
29.7
23.2
0.60
0.58
0.45
0.10
0.06
0.05
1.10
1.14
0.88
0.20
0.22
0.17
426
1.28

p value
0.17
< 0.001***
< 0.001***
0.50
0.82
0.35
0.68
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Hypothesis 2d proposed White CIS Male participants in the differentiation
induction group would have significantly lower Emotional Cutoff scores than White CIS
Female and all non-White participants in the differentiation induction group and all
participants in the control group. Results indicated there were no 3-way or 2-way
interactions in participants’ Emotional Cutoff scores (see Table 16), but there was a main
effect for Race/Ethnicity [F(1, 332) = 3.80, p = 0.05, 2 = 0.01] with BIPOC individuals
(M = 3.51) reporting less Emotional Cutoff than Whites (M = 3.74; see Figure 17).
Results also suggest a main effect for Gender [F(1, 332) = 26.8, p < 0.001, 2 = 0.07]
with CIS Males (M = 3.26) showing less Emotional Cutoff than CIS Females/Others (M
= 3.87). Thus, in the current study, individuals who identified as either BIPOC or CIS
Male indicated they were less likely to withdraw and socially disconnect from the
relationship.
Table 16
Hypothesis 2d: Three-way interaction of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on
Emotional Cutoff Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Race/Ethnicity
1
Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity
1
Condition:Gender
1
Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Residuals
332

Sum of Mean F Value
Squares Square
1.70
1.74
1.58
4.20
4.19
3.80
29.5
29.5
26.8
0.70
0.71
0.64
0.90
0.94
0.85
1.60
1.61
1.46
1.50
1.49
1.35
367
1.10

p value
0.21
0.05*
< 0.001***
0.42
0.36
0.23
0.25

Hypothesis 2e proposed White CIS Male participants in the differentiation
induction group would have significantly lower Fusion with Others scores than White
CIS Female and all non-White participants in the differentiation induction group and all
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participants in the control group. Results indicated there were no 3-way or 2-way
interactions in participants’ Fusion with Others scores (see Table 17), but there was a
main effect for Race/Ethnicity [F(1, 332) = 18.6, p < 0.001, 2 = 0.05] with BIPOC
participants (M = 3.10) significantly less likely to emotionally Fuse with Others than
Whites (M = 3.56; see Figure 17). Results also suggest a main effect for Gender [F(1,
338) = 24.1, p < 0.001, 2 = 0.06] with CIS Males (M = 3.04) significantly less likely to
Fuse with Others than CIS Females/Others (M = 3.56). Consequently, this suggests in
this study that BIPOC and CIS Male individuals were less likely to fuse with the
supervisor and objectively evaluate the relationship from multiple perspectives.
Table 17
Hypothesis 2e: Three-way interaction of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on
Fusion with Others Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Race/Ethnicity
1
Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity
1
Condition:Gender
1
Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Residuals
332

Sum of
Squares
0.01
16.9
21.9
0.04
0.15
0.00
0.06
301

Mean
F Value p value
Square
0.01
0.01
0.91
16.9
18.6
< 0.001***
21.9
24.1
< 0.001***
0.04
0.05
0.83
0.15
0.16
0.69
0.00
0.00
0.96
0.06
0.06
0.80
0.91

Awareness of Narrative Identity
Hypothesis 4 proposed Gender and Race/Ethnicity would moderate the
relationship between Condition and the outcome variables such that the differentiation
induction would have the greatest impact on outcomes for White CIS Male participants.
Hypothesis 4a proposed White CIS Male participants in the differentiation induction
group would have significantly higher Awareness of Narrative Identity scores than White
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CIS Female and all non-White participants in the differentiation induction group and all
participants in the control group. There were no statistically significant results; output
shows no 3-way or 2-way interactions or main effects (see Table 18). This indicates that
neither Condition, Gender, nor Race/Ethnicity created any differences in Awareness of
Narrative Identity scores. This suggests that no one group was more likely than another to
view this work event as a noteworthy scene in their personal narrative (see Figure 18).
Table 18
Hypothesis 4a: Three-way interaction of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on
Awareness of Narrative Identity Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Race/Ethnicity
1
Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity
1
Condition:Gender
1
Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Residuals
332

Sum of
Squares
15.0
1.80
0.10
4.10
3.90
6.0
0.40
1787

Mean
F Value
Square
15.0
2.80
1.83
0.34
0.10
0.02
4.09
0.76
4.00
0.72
6.03
1.12
0.43
0.08
5.38

p value
0.10
0.56
0.89
0.38
0.40
0.29
0.78
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Figure 18
Hypothesis 4a: Three-way interaction of Condition, Gender, Race/Ethnicity on
Awareness of Narrative Identity Scores

Affective Commitment to Supervisor
Hypothesis 4b proposed White CIS Male participants in the differentiation
induction group would have significantly higher Affective Commitment to Supervisor
scores than White CIS Female and all non-White participants in the differentiation
induction group and all participants in the control group. Results indicate there were no
3-way or 2-way interactions (see Table 19), but they suggest a main effect for Condition
[F(1, 332) = 6.00, p = 0.01, 2 = 0.02], consistent with Hypothesis 3b where it was
directly tested. As noted in the previous analysis, participants in the differentiation
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induction condition (M = 1.94) scored significantly higher than those in the control group
(M = 1.74; Figure 19).
Table 19
Hypothesis 4b: Three-way interaction of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on
Affective Commitment to Supervisor Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Race/Ethnicity
1
Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity
1
Condition:Gender
1
Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Residuals
332

Sum of
Squares
3.46
0.00
0.02
0.71
0.01
0.57
0.00
192

Mean
Square
3.46
0.00
0.02
0.71
0.01
0.57
0.00
0.58

F Value

p value

6.00
0.00
0.03
1.23
0.02
1.00
0.01

0.01*
1.00
0.87
0.27
0.89
0.32
0.94
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Figure 19
Hypothesis 4: Three-way interaction of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on
Affective Commitment to Supervisor (H4b), Perceived Stress (H4c), and Turnover Intent
(H4d) Scores

Note. Colors denote preferred direction for outcome scores: Higher scores in Affective
Commitment to Supervisor (green) and lower scores in Perceived Stress and Turnover
Intent (two shades of red). Results indicate a main effect of condition for Affective
Commitment to Supervisor and Turnover Intent and a main effect of Gender for
Perceived Stress.
Perceived Stress
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Hypothesis 4c proposed White CIS Male participants in the differentiation
induction group would have significantly lower Perceived Stress scores than White CIS
Female and all non-White participants in the differentiation induction group and all
participants in the control group. Results indicate there were no 3-way or 2-way
interactions (see Table 20), but they suggest a main effect for Gender [F(1, 332) = 7.57, p
= 0.01, 2 = 0.02], with CIS Males (M = 3.47) scoring significantly lower than CIS
Females and Others (M = 3.69). This indicates CIS Males showed lower Perceived Stress
scores that were statistically significant (see Figure 19). This suggests CIS Male
participants in the relationally conflicted situation were less likely to feel acute anxiety,
relational apprehension, and situational stress than CIS Females and all other genders.
Table 20
Hypothesis 4c: Three-way interaction of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on
Perceived Stress Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Race/Ethnicity
1
Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity
1
Condition:Gender
1
Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Residuals
332

Sum of
Squares
1.11
1.38
3.84
1.18
0.27
1.76
0.36
168

Mean
Square
1.11
1.38
3.84
1.18
0.27
1.76
0.36
0.51

F Value
2.18
2.72
7.57
2.32
0.54
3.47
0.72

p value
0.14
0.10
0.01**
0.13
0.46
0.06
0.40

Turnover Intent
Hypothesis 4d proposed White CIS Male participants in the differentiation
induction group would have significantly lower Turnover Intent scores than White CIS
Female and all non-White participants in the differentiation induction group and all
participants in the control group. Results indicate there were no 3-way or 2-way
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interactions (see Table 21), but they suggest a main effect for Condition [F(1, 332) =
13.25, p < 0.001, 2 = 0.04], consistent with Hypothesis 3d where it was directly tested.
Participants in the differentiation induction condition (M = 3.69) scored significantly
lower than those in the control group (M = 4.06; see Figure 19).
Table 21
Hypothesis 4d: Three-way interaction of Condition, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity on
Turnover Intent Scores
Degrees of
Freedom
Condition
1
Race/Ethnicity
1
Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity
1
Condition:Gender
1
Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Condition:Race/Ethnicity:Gender
1
Residuals
332

Sum of Mean
Squares Square
11.6
11.65
0.01
0.01
0.60
0.60
0.25
0.25
0.79
0.79
1.97
1.97
0.79
0.79
292
0.88

F Value
13.25
0.01
0.68
0.29
0.90
2.25
0.90

p value
< 0.001***
0.91
0.41
0.59
0.34
0.14
0.34
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CHAPTER V
Discussion
The purpose of this study was threefold: (a) To extend family systems theory by
testing an intervention process that is briefer and more accessible than standard Bowenian
methods and targeted at inducing differentiation in a specific situation, (b) to assess the
strength and significance of the differentiation induction, and the extent to which
differentiation may be a generalizable or limited process, across various gender and
racial/ethnic groups, and (c) to extend family systems theory into and explore the impact
of functional differentiation processes on workplace outcomes after experiencing an
emotionally conflictual workplace situation.
In the present study, participants were challenged to engage in four differentiation
processes intended to increase their levels of overall functional differentiation through a
narrative prompt describing a confrontational workplace relationship: An inconsistent
supervisor who lives by the spirit of a work-life balance policy but refuses to apply the
letter of the policy in support of direct reports. The intervention began with participants
engaging a moment of pause (to lessen Emotional Reactivity), then reflecting upon their
personal values and convictions (to strengthen I Position), followed by a distancing
exercise to gain perspective on the event (to lessen Fusion with Others), and concluded
with envisioning a bridging event and rehearsing a relational bid (to lessen Emotional
Cutoff).
To begin, independent of whether people were in the induction group or not, all of
the dimensions of differentiation and overall differentiation were positively correlated
with one or more of the outcomes. More specifically, scores for all four dimensions and
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overall differentiation were strongly related to Perceived Stress in the predicted direction,
suggesting that higher overall differentiation relates to lower feelings of anxiety.
Additionally, overall differentiation and all of the sub-processes (except I Position)
statistically correlated with Supervisor Commitment and Turnover Intent indicating an
employee’s ability to remain differentiated in a stressful encounter could affect their
relationships and willingness to remain with an organization. This would suggest that
differentiation is an important psychological process worthy of additional study in
organizational settings.
Additionally, results indicated that the intervention to induce differentiation was
partially supported. Specifically, participants in the induction group reported significantly
higher scores in I Position. However, they did not differ from the control group members
in overall Differentiation, Emotional Reactivity, Emotional Cutoff, or Fusion with
Others. The results indicate some evidence that a short intervention shows some potential
at inducing functional differentiation, and future research should be considered for testing
other induction methods that may increase the magnitude of the intervention.
Furthermore, there was partial support that engaging in the differentiation induction led
to desired organizational outcomes. Specifically, participants in the induction group
reported significantly higher scores in Affective Commitment to Supervisor and
significantly lower scores in Turnover Intent, and no significant differences were found
in Awareness of Narrative Identity or Perceived Stress. Again, this brief and accessible
differentiation induction had not been tested before; therefore, the positive findings
related to I Position, Affective Commitment to Supervisor, and Turnover Intent hold
promising results for future research.
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Finally, results of this study both confirmed and contradicted previous criticisms
of Bowen theory. Consistent with the critique that family systems theory is too reliant on
traditional masculine gender roles and Western cultural characteristics of rational
thought, logic, independence, and individualism (Ault-Riche, 1986; Knudson-Martin,
1994; Luepnitz, 1988; Silverstein, 2005; Skowron, 2004), results from the three-way
analyses indicated a main effect of gender on scores for overall Differentiation,
Emotional Reactivity, Emotional Cutoff, and Fusion with Others. These main effects on
gender suggest that differentiation scores for CIS Males were higher, supporting critiques
based on potential gender bias within the theory. However, contrary to the criticism that
Bowen theory does not generalize beyond Western cultures (Alaedein, 2008; Essandoh,
1995; Miller et al., 2004; Rothbaum et al., 2000; Tamura & Lau, 1992), results from the
three-way analyses found an additional main effect of race/ethnicity for overall
Differentiation, Emotional Reactivity, Emotional Cutoff, and Fusion with Others;
indicating that BIPOC participants reported higher levels of overall Differentiation and
lower levels of Emotional Reactivity, Emotional Cutoff, and Fusion with Others.
Particularly noteworthy was the two-way interaction of gender and race/ethnicity on I
Position scores; this indicated BIPOC, CIS Males showed the highest group scores.
Overall, the findings from this study partially support Bowen’s own claim that
differentiation is a global construct that can be universally and equally applied to all
people, regardless of Gender, Race/Ethnicity, or culture. Future research should include
replication studies to validate these results and additional studies to analyze the broader
generalizability of Bowen theory.
Theoretical and Practical Implications
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As people enter a metaleptic moment, where their understanding of a situation is
in conflict with what they experience, they are presented the opportunity to engage
mindful sensemaking and narrative identity processing. It was proposed that one’s
personal narrative during a conflictual situation was important – that it impacted their
ability to remain present and connected during the relational misalignment. The partial
support for the ability of a short differentiation induction to impact the proposed
outcomes suggests a number of potential theoretical and practical implications.
Theoretical Implications
This study tested, for the first time, a new induction process that holds promise in
the ability to positively impact functional differentiation (Griffin & Apostal, 1993;
Kazemian & Esmaeeli, 2013; Kolbert et al., 2013; Mohammadi et al., 2019; Naimi &
Niaraki, 2013; Rosen et al., 2001). The partially supported hypotheses within this study
point toward three new, potential directions for theory: the potential efficacy of other
differentiation elements for a brief, self-administered induction; a deeper understanding
of differentiation through a multicultural lens; and the potential extension of family
systems theory into change management theory.
First, family systems theory and research imply that it can take a significant
amount of time (weeks and/or years) for an individual to truly understand underlying
emotional processes – such as I Position, Emotional Reactivity, Emotional Cutoff, and
Fusion with Others (Bowen, 1976, 1978; Drake et al., 2015; Jankowski & Hooper 2012;
Kerr & Bowen, 1988; Skowron & Friedlander, 1998; Skowron & Schmitt, 2003; Sloan &
van Dierendonck 2016). Additionally, current Bowenian interventions require the
presence and coaching of an outside observer, one who is skilled in the multiple
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techniques of differentiation. However, this research found partial support that a new
method of differentiation induction is effective, particularly on I Position; a method that
was implemented by the individual, in a brief timeframe of 15 minutes, and without the
presence or aid of a guide. Theoretically, this means that the construct of differentiation
has the potential to be further operationalized in accessible and easy to implement
processes that are short and effective. Future research might explore how other
differentiation processes such as triangulation, sibling position, genograms, family of
origin, generational transmission of emotional patterns, over- and under-functioning,
overt conflict that devolves into violence, and emotional avoidance (Charles, 2001;
Bowen, 1976, 1978; Gilbert, 2004; Kerr & Bowen, 1988; Kolbert et al., 2013;
McGoldrick et al., 2008; Mohammadi et al., 2019; Toman, 1976) might be leveraged in
short inductions to positively impact one’s functional level of self-differentiation.
Second, the main effects of gender and race/ethnicity appear to be important
factors in differentiation, based upon differences in means between demographic groups.
Specifically, in this study, White Female scores indicated lower group mean averages,
and the main effect of gender for overall Differentiation, Emotional Reactivity, Fusion
with Others, and Emotional Cutoff aligns with prior research suggesting a trend that
Females self-report lower scores for overall differentiation and I Position and higher
Emotional Reactivity and Fusion with Others scores (Alaedein, 2008; Skowron & Denny,
2004; Skowron & Schmitt, 2003). Theoretically, this suggests the possibility that,
corresponding to the feminist critique of Bowen (Luepnitz, 1988; Silverstein, 2005;
Skowron, 2004), family systems theory may contain a bias toward traditionally male
characteristics of logic and individuality. Future research should test various forms of the
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brief intervention with differing gender groups, giving priority to studies that
operationalize gender beyond a traditional CIS Male verses CIS Female dichotomy.
Additionally, BIPOC CIS Male scores indicated higher group mean averages.
Carter and McGoldrick (1999) argued that family systems theory was a useful framework
across diverse groups due to growing multiculturalism in the United States, even though
particular expressions of differentiation (e.g., taking an I Position) may be proscribed for
BIPOC individuals and groups, while at the same time being lauded in Whites. For
example, White individuals who claim their right to openly express their personal views,
while restricting BIPOC individuals from the same open expression, labeling them as
complainers and troublemakers. Results from Gushue’s and Constantine’s (2003) study
of Black Women suggested that individualism and collectivism (Triandis, 1995) were
both significantly related to the four subfactors of differentiation. Specifically, horizontal
individualism was positively associated with I Position scores; vertical individualism was
negatively related to emotional reactivity and emotional cutoff scores; and horizontal
collectivism was negatively related to emotional reactivity and fusion with others scores.
The authors suggested that a bi-cultural status for Black people may enable a blended
expression of both individualistic and collectivist behaviors. Consequently, it may be that
the DSI-SF (Drake et al., 2015) measures a cross-cultural construct, suggesting that
although mean scores are generally higher for men, they may also be higher for BIPOC
individuals. Thus, with these two demographics in tandem, and based upon the
statistically significant two-way interaction on I Position, future research should
investigate a possible link between cultural and familial reinforcers that augment the
ability of BIPOC CIS Males in particular to express personal values and principles within
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an I Position. Based upon qualitative analysis of participants’ lived experience, future
research should explore how the expression of differentiated behavior, such as I Position,
may be consistently measured, and yet appear very different when expressed within
divergent cultures (Khisty, 2001; Tuason & Friedlander, 2000).
Third, research has yet to test a link between family systems theory and processes
for change management within organizational culture (Ostroff et al., 2013; Van de Ven &
Sun, 2011). Change – whether within dyad relationships, team dynamics, departmental
shifts, or organizational-wide initiatives – often presents or uncovers anxiety already
present in the system (Avolio, 2018; Baruch & Lambert, 2007; Kerr & Bowen, 1988).
According to family systems theory, regardless of the source of anxiety, its acute
presence triggers automatic, generationally reinforced patterns of emotional reaction
within individuals (Bowen, 1976, 1978; Gilbert, 2004, 2008, 2017). Research by Bloom
(1997, 2007) and Rivard et al. (2003, 2005) suggested that adverse childhood experiences
often contribute to higher levels of chronic stress for individuals, who in turn transfer the
effects of this stress onto their organizational system. Consequently, with the line
between family and organization blurring, the need for trauma informed change
management may arise, shifting change theory from an individual to collective level. For
example, an individual may transfer their family trauma into the organization’s emotional
system; this may require the larger social system of the organization or team to act as a
surrogate emotional system of the family so the employee can safely identify, practice,
and apply differentiation skills on the job (e.g., the leader is able to state to themselves, “I
am not this person’s parent; however, they need a safe person in this moment,” and then
ask the person, “You seem very anxious right now, what do you need from me?”).
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Likewise, the daily operations of the organization – as expressed through cultural norms
and practices – may unknowingly replicate certain aspects of a traumatic family system
that ultimately serve as triggers for individual employees. In this instance, a wholistic,
collectivist response would be a combined effort by both employees and leadership to
identify and name the counterproductive workplace behaviors (e.g., absenteeism, theft, or
gossip) within the organization without labeling or shaming the individual (e.g., a team
member or leader can inquire, “I notice you’ve been unusually absent recently, is there
something happening here at work that is causing you stress?”). That is, a collectivist
response via family systems theory would understand the unwanted behavior of an
employee as part of the system’s attempt to manage anxiety. Consequently, to label the
individual as the perpetrator or problem to be fixed (e.g., whistleblower, troublemaker, or
black sheep) would simply reinforce the projection of the system’s anxiety onto an
individual and make them a scapegoat; in turn, this may re-traumatize the individual, now
being labeled at work as they were within the family.
Additionally, the potential use of a brief differentiation induction to reduce the
spillover of adverse childhood experiences into the workplace might show positive
effects. For example, the sudden resignation of a senior leader may remind an employee
of their parents’ divorce and subsequent absence of one parental figure. The anxiety and
reaction have little to do with the organizational situation; however, the employee’s
response is played out on the organizational stage for all to see and vicariously
experience. In this situation, a differentiated supervisor may say, “Part of what makes
change in the workplace difficult to navigate is that it often reminds us of other changes,
oftentimes in our families. If you find yourself anxious about this change in leadership, I
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would be happy to hear your concerns and hope you will feel comfortable speaking with
me.” An alternative outcome of the same example might be the sudden development of
opposing camps, each burgeoning loyalty for their candidate of choice to replace the
outgoing leader. The functional differentiation levels of the new leader and their chosen
C-suite of executives would likely set the tone for the rest of the organization during the
transition. Consequently, as one step in the change process, training on differentiation
induction may assist employees at all levels of a company to become aware, identify, and
call out potential sources of stress and apprehension during a change initiative and
manage themselves accordingly. For example, when the opposing camps create a
stressful situation, teammates could model differentiation for one another by suggesting,
“Let’s take a moment to catch our breath before we say something we can’t take back,”
or by asking, “What values are being expressed by each side in this situation?” In
proactive organizations that adopt a collective responsibility to produce a safe,
supportive, socially responsible community (i.e., the Sanctuary Model for trauma
informed organizational change; Bloom, 2007), employees may be able to rewrite their
personal narratives of anxiety with the support and accountability of teammates and
supervisors, acting as a work-based family system (Kott, 2014; Sagar & Wiseman, 2007).
This shift in focus from an individual to collectivist perspective of differentiation and
change aligns with Bowen’s principle of a societal emotional process (Bowen, 1976,
1978; Gilbert, 2004, 2008, 2017; Kerr & Bowen, 1988), and it calls for future research to
investigate the effects of organizational change and differentiation within the context of a
larger social emotional system.
Practical Implications
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Once an individual becomes aware of differentiation, its processes, and its
potential benefits, the next step becomes the intentional use of the differentiation
induction practices, for personal, group, and organizational benefit. Findings from this
study point toward three potential directions for practice: utilizing the brief differentiation
induction as a micro and wise intervention for increasing personal performance,
capitalizing on multicultural team processes to reinforce differentiation as a norm across
the organization, and the extension of family systems theory into the workplace with
additional work-related outcomes.
The differentiation induction used in this study included four sequenced steps: (a)
pausing in an effort to delay an emotional reaction, (b) reflecting upon personal values as
a foundation for workplace behavior, (c) emotionally distancing in order to take a broader
view of the situation, and (d) envisioning a positive conversation to reconnect with other
(see Appendix A). Based upon its brief (15-minute) length, utilizing this short
differentiation induction as a micro (Luthans et al., 2006) or wise (Walton, 2014)
intervention could produce a series of personal benefits. Micro interventions are intended
to develop an individual’s sense of self – building efficacy, optimism, hope, and
resilience for the purpose of increased performance. Additionally, wise interventions
leverage psychological processes over time, within a specific context, to change how
people think and feel, directed at the ultimate aim of helping individuals flourish.
Findings from this study suggested that specifically increasing one’s level of I Position
would strengthen a person’s ability to express their opinion and make “I statements,”
even in the face of pressure to change or conform. Thus, consistent with other research on
values (Hofstede, 1980; Levy, 1986; Sagie & Elizur, 1996; Treviño et al., 2014), framing
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the I Position induction as a micro intervention (linking personal values to one’s sense of
self) and a wise intervention (consistently using personal values within similar contexts)
may assist employees in clearly identifying workplace values of importance – especially
ones that should not be compromised even under pressure – and envisioning how to live
out those principles in an anxious workplace situation. Future research should investigate
how this brief Bowen induction is linked to psychological capital, personal flourishing,
and workplace performance.
Consistent with other research (Beebe & Frisch, 2009; Kott, 2014; Sagar &
Wiseman, 2007; Sloan et al., 2017), the current study suggests that differentiation
processes can potentially benefit organizational-related outcomes. The results of this
study suggest that encouraging employees to engage in differentiation induction
processes can potentially lead to more commitment within employee-supervisor
relationships and less consideration by employees to leave their jobs. Organizations
should consider ways they can embed these processes through intentional efforts by
managers/supervisors to create a sense of psychological safety for team members so they
can practice differentiation for themselves (Edmondson & Lei, 2014). For example, a
manager high in differentiation could role model the four steps of pause, principles,
perspective, and personal relationships in team meetings. During a discussion, the leader
would offer an opportunity for team members to vicariously learn from seeing them
pause and take a deep breath, listing their top two principles in this situation, asking
others what they are thinking and feeling at the moment, and then offering a bid to
continue the conversation. Additionally, with a strong sense of psychological safety, team
norms can be created whereby team members could then hold one another accountable
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for practicing and using the four processes (Hülsheger et al., 2009). In team meetings and
when engaging in dyadic relationships, team members can prompt one another: “Do you
need to take a pause? What values are you living out right now? What might the other
person be thinking or feeling in this moment? Do you want to practice your bid with
me?”
Another option could be training and assessing team members on the
differentiation induction for the purpose of utilizing a multicultural organizational
consultation process (Sue, 2008). The prominent component of a multicultural
organizational consultation process is a multicultural focus toward social justice within
organizations, especially as a means to challenge systems of power and privilege and
reverse oppressive policies and practices that historically have marginalized minority
groups. A multicultural organizational consultation process is supported by consultants
who possess the ability to identify their own social location, understand the influence that
race and culture have upon their worldview, and are able to connect these within their
role to facilitate difficult dialogues around topics of belonging and inclusion. To support
the consultant’s role, the multicultural organizational consultation process could be
combined with differentiation behaviors to promote an identity-conscious, multicultural
approach (Leslie et al., 2020) to team norms and organizational culture. Based upon the
two-way and main effects of gender and race/ethnicity, the multicultural consultation
approach could do two things: First, it would identify a list of potential differentiation
agents, representing a broad array of multiple races, ages, genders, orientations, and
cultures who could exhibit high levels of differentiation – particularly I Position – as they
challenge policies that marginalize groups within the organization creating disparities. To
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do this, agents would identify their own social location, name the potential status and
privilege society has afforded them, and begin expanding their awareness of their place
within, experience of, and interaction with race and culture. Naturally, this process
(particularly for majority members of a society) could potentially be fraught with
surprising insights, uncomfortable realizations, and anxious responses. At the beginning
of this process, the differentiation agent may need to ground themselves in their
environment, taking a moment to list items they detect within their surroundings
corresponding with each of their senses (e.g., five things they hear, four things they see,
three things they can touch, etc.). It is exactly here, in the personal development of the
agent, where the full differentiation induction can be most helpful. As the agent expands
their awareness of cultural values, biases, and assumptions, a metaleptic moment is likely
to occur. Consequently, as the agent engages their own personal narrative processing,
differentiated behaviors can assist them in navigating their undifferentiated reactions to
their experience of privilege and/or discrimination (e.g., acknowledging to one’s self, “I
can value my culture and what it has taught me, and at the same time, other cultures have
endowed value to people who are different than me,” or having the ability to recognize,
“My relationships with people from other cultures is more important than my devotion to
my own culture”). Ultimately, as they engage this personal journey to prepare for a
multicultural organizational consultation process, they can in-turn facilitate the journey
and difficult conversations for others in the organization.
Second, the multicultural organizational consultation process would empower the
diverse group of differentiation agents to integrate behavioral norms within the
organization that would facilitate difficult dialogues focused on changing organizational
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culture and climate. For example, when confronting a discriminatory hiring practice,
agents would not only be current on selection bias research and have access to their own
personal narrative of multiculturalism, but they could also engage a series of
differentiated behaviors geared toward managing difficult conversations, particularly
around race, ethnicity, and inclusion. When hearing a discriminatory comment publicly
expressed, agents would feel empowered to engage multiple differentiation processes:
verbally count out loud to ten; challenge the statement by saying, “How do those words
express our values?”; asking “What thoughts or feelings would lead you to say something
like that?”; reflecting back to the speaker with, “Thank you for your perspective; my
position on the matter is…”; or sharing, “I disagree with you. At the same time, I care
about staying connected in our working relationship and finding common ground.” As
these behaviors are consistently modeled by agents, new behavioral norms will develop
within the organization (e.g. a team member will suggest to another, “You might want to
take a breath before responding” or observing, “I wonder what they must have been
thinking or feeling to express themselves in that way?”); these norms will create a new
emotional system for the organization that promotes a multicultural perspective,
empowers equitable practices, and challenges old, status quo beliefs.
Future studies, conducted by a diverse team of researchers representing a variety
of social locations and demographic backgrounds, should investigate how the
differentiation induction could inform these multicultural behaviors and be scaled across
multiple levels of an organization and its leadership. Outcomes for study could include
additional constructs, such as organizational performance, supervisor commitment,
turnover intent, employee engagement, job performance, and retention of minority
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employees; in addition, key social justice outcomes could also be included, such as
psychological safety (Edmondson & Lei, 2014), organizational justice (Fisher, 2013; Li
& Cropanzano, 2009), inclusion (Shore et al., 2018), and belonging (Hiemstra, 2017).
A third potential contribution to practices relates to the extension of family
systems theory into the workplace. Current theory suggests that when an individual
employee experiences acute anxiety within organizational life, they can attempt to
mitigate the stress through engaging their functional level of differentiation (Sagar &
Wiseman, 2007; Sloan et al., 2017). This perspective is evidenced from the statistically
significant correlations between overall differentiation and some of the sub-processes and
their relation to individual outcomes within the organizational setting, such as Affective
Commitment to Supervisor, Perceived Stress, and Turnover Intent. By extension, family
systems theory may further strengthen the ability of employees to maintain their
differentiation in relation to other organizational outcomes of interest (Beebe & Frisch,
2009; Friedman, 2007, 2011; Gilbert, 2004, 2008, 2017; Kott, 2014). The current study
suggests differentiation may be related to important outcomes including employeesupervisor relations and an employee’s impulse to quit a job. It may be that overall
differentiation and the four sub-processes correlate with job satisfaction (Judge et al.,
2020), engagement (Knight et al., 2017), team dynamics (Salas et al., 2015), readiness for
leadership development (Avolio & Hannah, 2008), succession planning (Garman &
Glawe, 2004), and mentoring (Allen et al., 2006). For example, an employee who
exhibits higher levels of differentiation may also self-report more job satisfaction and
engagement, since they are able to distinguish on an intrapsychic level the difference
between a bad day verses a bad job and discern on an interpersonal level how to interact
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with a stressed teammate or an emotionally distant boss. Another example may be
employees who exhibit higher levels of differentiation may be slated for faster promotion
or identified as high potentials for advanced training, as they might more readily engage a
learning orientation (Dweck, 1986) or be open to feedback from a supervisor or mentor
(Chawla et al., 2016). Theoretically, this means employees may benefit from a brief
differentiation induction in multiple areas of the job. Practically, this has ramifications for
organizations, both financially and productively. Future research should investigate the
role of leadership, when championing a differentiated culture and offering differentiation
induction training for employees, on the potentially substantial impacts on mental health,
lost workdays, and corporate profit.
Limitations
The current study includes both methodological strengths and limitations. The
experimental design provided the opportunity to test causal relationships. In this way,
threats to internal validity of selection and ambiguous time precedence were addressed
through random assignment of participants to control and differentiation induction
groups, along with the sequencing of process within the survey (i.e., first conflictual case
study, then differentiation induction, and finally outcome measures). However, multiple
limitations remained, specifically threats to generalizability and statistical conclusions.
First, a threat to external validity exists in the range of generalizability that can be
made (Shadish et al., 2002). Although attempts were made to create a realistic and
psychologically engaging case study (which participants indicated did provoke anxiety),
the conflictual workplace situation was imagined. Future research should expand to
include real-life situations that teams and organizations face on a regular basis. These
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realistic studies could be captured through methods akin to scenario planning (Moats et
al., 2008; Varum & Melo, 2010), asking participants to reflect on real past experiences,
or having teams bring a current situation to a training for real-time practice of
differentiation induction and resolution of the conflict. Ultimately, future research would
benefit from a longitudinal method, after training participants on the differentiation
strategies, assessing outcomes for participants, their supervisors, and the organization. It
remains, however, that in any of these cases the question under consideration is whether
the workplace situation would provoke enough elevation in participant stress levels to
create a sense of acute anxiety in the moment toward which participants could direct their
functional level of differentiation.
Second, a threat to statistical conclusive validity exists relating to the
differentiation induction process (Shadish et al., 2002), and a related construct threat
exists around the differentiation induction. The interrelation and sequence of Emotional
Reactivity, I Position, Emotional Cutoff, and Fusion with Others was not tested.
Questions regarding the strength and direction of the differentiation induction remain;
although there was some support for the differentiation induction, as the results indicated
statistically significant differences for I Position, Affective Commitment to Supervisor,
and Turnover Intent scores, other differentiation dimension scores did not differ between
the induction and the control group. Future research should explore other inductions,
varying the prompts, elements, strengths, relationships, and sequencing of the
differentiation induction processes. For example, although participants were induced to
reflect on personal values, the nature of these values was not specified and did not
distinguish between principles that promote self or others. It may be that not all values
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should be considered equal when inducing I Position and their potential impact on other
dimensions such as Emotional Reactivity, Emotional Cutoff, and Fusion with Others.
Alternately, I Position should be tested alone as a single process for differentiation
induction, followed by combinations of I Position with Emotional Reactivity, I Position
with Emotional Cutoff, and I Position with Fusion with Others to assess the
interdependence or independence of the sub-processes. Additionally, experiments could
vary the sequence of processes, testing to see whether addressing interpersonal dynamics
(Emotional Cutoff and Fusion with Others) first, followed by intrapsychic processes
(Emotional Reactivity and I Position), enhances the effect of the differentiation induction.
Finally, another threat to external validity exists that could be addressed through
future research in the field (Shadish et al., 2002). As part of a larger research agenda, for
example, the differentiation induction could be introduced in field research, such as an
employee training program within an organization, with subsequent longitudinal
measurement of strained interpersonal relationships at work, employee turnover, levels of
supervisor commitment, and situational stress.
Future Research
Potential next steps in research have been discussed throughout this paper;
creative ideas for both the advancement of theory and promotion of practice have been
suggested. Three options in particular would be valuable to explore: critical elements of a
differentiation induction, the workplace as family unit, and other dimensions of
differentiation.
Future research in differentiation induction should examine the relationship of the
four processes. Previous research has suggested that all four processes were required to
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achieve a greater sense of self-differentiation, but no particular order or relationship of
processes has been proposed. This study was built utilizing all four processes, assuming
they were interrelated, and that the sequence of induction was a principal factor. Future
research should examine if all four processes are essential elements in inducing
differentiation, how to engage all four processes for practical and statistical significance,
and if the order of sequencing the processes matters.
Theory has previously drawn the connection between organizational and family
systems (Sagar & Wiseman, 2007), and prior research has applied Bowen theory to some
organizational outcomes (Sloan et al., 2017). Typically, as Gilbert (2004) has observed,
families and organizations can get stuck after experiencing a nodal or watershed event.
These are metaleptic moments that affect all members of the system and normally result
in negative, long-term outcomes. Future research might uncover events – common to
both families and work teams – that would positively react to similar differentiated
responses. In this way, employees, both at work and with family, could benefit from
differentiation training and learning new, briefer, and more easily accessible
differentiation induction methods.
The four subscales of the Differentiation of Self Index and its variations (Drake et
al., 2015; Jankowski & Hooper 2012; Skowron & Friedlander, 1998; Skowron &
Schmitt, 2003; Sloan & van Dierendonck, 2016) are not the only elements of
differentiation. As noted above, other methods have been employed to implement Bowen
theory and impact an individual’s functional level of differentiation, specifically
triangulation, family of origin dynamics, generational patterns, and genograms (Bowen,
1976, 1978; Gilbert, 2004, 2008, 2017; Kerr & Bowen, 1988; McGoldrick et al., 2008).
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These elements were not explored in this study; however, future researchers may find a
creative method to induce behaviors that mitigate triangulation within workplace
relationships that can be applied in minutes instead of analyzed over years.
Conclusion
“Those who do not have power over the stories that dominate their lives, power to
retell them, rethink them, deconstruct them, joke about them, and change them as times
change, truly are powerless because they cannot think new thoughts” (Rushdie, 1992, p.
342). Human beings, by nature, are storytellers, and these tales help people make sense of
their world, bringing order and alignment in the midst of what can sometimes feel like
chaos and uncertainty. The narratives most often repeated are expressions of shared
values and principles – giving meaning to the past, making sense of current reality, and
envisioning a desired future. And yet, in the midst of metaleptic moments – those scenes
in life and work that do not align, thus creating feelings of stress and anxiety – people
encounter a pivotal moment of choice. One option is to repeat patterns passed down
through the generations of a family system and react with unrestrained emotion against
the misalignment, or a person can choose a new path forward. The practice of
differentiation holds the potential for humanity to proactively engage the metalepsis,
think new thoughts, and author fresh stories for the greater good of self, family,
workplace, and the world.
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